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CAS strike enters week two

On strike since last Wednesday, contract academic staff have yet to come to an agreement with WLU

REBECCA VASLUIANU

STAFF WRITER

LAURA CARLSON

NEWS EDITOR

After walking off the job last

Wednesday at 6:01 am, contract ac-

ademic staff (CAS) at Laurierhave

yet return to the bargaining table

with university administration.

Though some part-time faculty

have crossed the picket lines to

continue teaching, the majority of

part-time classes have been can-

celled, leaving many students in

the dark about what will become

of the rest oftheir semester.

Wilfrid Laurier University Stu-

dents' Union (WLUSU) president

Dan Allison has recently issued a

statement on behalf of the union,

outlining their concerns with the

strike.

"WLUSU's not taking a position

on either side, but there was a lot

of pressure coming from students

and we needed to get something,"

said Allison.

The statement,which was signed

by Allison and current chair of the

WLUSU Board of Directors (BOD)

Jon Champagne, demands that for

the sake of students, the two par-

ties return to the bargaining table

immediately.

"This is ridiculous, from both

sides. The students are being used

as leverage," explains Allison.

He cites circumstances such as

the fact that the strike occurred

the day before professors were

required to submit their final ex-

ams, and that administration is at-

tempting to use student credits to

put pressure on part-time profes-

sors to return to the classroom.

Though Allison has met on one

occasion with administration, he

has only just recently been in con-

tact with representatives from the

Wilfrid Laurier University Faculty

Association (WLUFA), and a meet-

ing is planned for later this week.

"If you're not at the bargaining

table, it's difficult to know all the

information because the universi-

ty doesn'twant to do any bargain-

ing in bad faith
...

and the CAS is

communicating to people who ap-

proach them," said Allison. "It's a

little bit frustrating on that end."

. Despite his frustrations, Allison

sympathizes with part-time faculty

on the issue of salary and explains

that this seems to be part ofa more

widespread issue, because the

university is experiencing a bud-

get cut.

"It looks like the contract aca-

demic staff all over Ontario needs

a lot of assistance. It's brutalevery-

where and not just here, so for one

university to deal with it, it would

set a nice tone," said Allison.

Nick Raats, a second-year eco-

nomics student at Laurier who

has recently created a Facebook

group called "StudentsAgainst the

CAS strike," which as of last night

had 182 members, is also frus-

trated with the current situation at

Laurier.

"The stance of the group is es-

sentially that we don't necessarily

care which side is right or wrong,"

said Raats.

"All we want, as students, is to

get back to class, and basically

prevent students from being used

as a bargaining chip in this entire

process," he added.

As a fourth-year global studies

and political science student who

is set to graduate this spring, An-

dreea Dascalu is one of those stu-

dents most affected by the strike.

Though she supports CAS and

is satisfied with the way her part-

time professors have been com-

municating in regards to course-

work, she thinks that the student

body needs to take a more active

role.

"I think it will really come down

to a collective answer from the stu-

dentbody," she said. "Many people

have been quite ambivalent, and

[the strike] hasn't been really long

enough to affect the students."

SYDNEY HELLAND

SNOW STRIKERS - Part-time professors and select students have braved cold weather on the picket lines.

Referendum questions GSA's future

WLU Graduate Students' Association poses three referendum questions, focusing on representation

MELISSA DRANFIELD

STAFF WRITER

As next Monday's referendumap-

proaches for the Wilfrid Laurier

University Graduate Students' As-

sociation (GSA), the focus right

now is getting the information out

to the graduate student body so

that they can make an informed

decision on the three referendum

questions.

The first question reads, "Do you

approve of the WLUGSA member-

ship becoming members ofWilfrid

Laurier University Student Pub-

lications (WLUSP) for $13.16 per

year (to be offset by a reduction in

GSA fees)"; the second, "Do you

approve of the changes to internal

structure and representation?";

and the third, "Do you approve of

the WLUGSA membership becom-

ing part of the Wilfrid LaurierUni-

versity Students' Union (WLUSU)

membership?"

The most controversial of the

three referendum questions that

graduate students will be voting on

is the third, as it seems to have the

most direct implications on gradu-

ate students in terms of represen-

tationand possibilities for campus

involvement.

Should the GSA become part of

WLUSU, the position of the GSA

President would be replaced by

a VP: Graduate Students - who

would be at an equal level with

the other vice-presidents within

WLUSU.

The GSA Board of Directors

would also be replaced by a newly-

formedGraduateAdvisory Council

which would fall underWLUSU, in

the same way Brantford Campus

Council does.

Campaigns have been set up to

try to inform graduate students

abouthow this question will affect

them, with the "Yes" campaign ad-

vocating that the GSA join WLUSU,

and the "No"campaign advocating

that the GSA remain autonomous.

According to Melany Banks, the

spokesperson for the "Yes" cam-

paign, "this question came about

because of need."

Laurier

picks new

chancellor

Local businessman

John Pollock is set to

succeed Bob Rae in the

honourary position

DAN POLISCHUK

NEWS EDITOR

John Pollock
may very

well be one

individual who exemplifies the fact

that age is only a number.

In addition to being the third

generation ofhis family to run their

locally-based company Electro-

home Ltd., the 72-year-old Pollock

has now added the title of WLU

chancellor to his extensive work

portfolio.

After the official announcement

was madeon Monday, Pollock said

that he "was blown away" when he

was notified that he would be step-

ping into the role left by the outgo-

ing Bob Rae, former NDP Premier

of Ontario, who held the position

since 2003.

"I've got a lot of admiration for

Bob's capabilities," he said.

Once Rae had stepped down af-

ter winning a seat in the House of

Commons in a recent federal by-

election, Laurier President Max

Blouw felt that Pollock "deserved

our highest consideration."

"I'm just delighted that he has

accepted the position," said Blouw,

adding he is fully confident that he

will be an "engaged chancellor."

"He is very much looking forward

to it,"he said.

And telling by the eagerness in

Pollock's voice, there is no doubt

about that.

"I'm very honoured to be asked

to join as chancellor," said Pollock.

"I really have a long-term interest

in the field of education."
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Banks feels that the GSA is current-

ly unable to fill its role properly.

She added that, in joining

WLUSU, "Grad students will

be able to share resources with

WLUSU, which will increase effi-

ciency, and dramatically decrease

overhead costs."

On the other hand, Culum

Canally, the foreperson for the

"No" campaign, feels that this is

not necessarily the case.

His main concern is that gradu-

ate students will ultimately lose

theirvoice should the GSA become

part ofWLUSU.

"The reason the GSA was cre-

ated in the first place back in 1995

was because WLUSU wasn't work-

ing [for them]," he said.

Canally fears that merging the

GSA with WLUSU would be a grave

mistake, mainly because the two

organizations are "like oil and wa-

ter" in that they function different-

ly and serve differentpurposes.

Canally went on to explain that

he feels that WLUSU has a "very

corporate structure" that, in the

end, would not benefit graduate

students.

Among his concerns is that,

should the merger be passed by

graduate students, the VP: Gradu-

ate Students would be one of eight

vice-presidents in WLUSU.

"This will give our representative

to the university the same margin-

al voice as the undergraduates' VP:

Marketing, VP: Student Activities,

and VP: Brantford," said Canally.

But Banks disagrees, claim-

ing that she doesn't "think [the

GSA] have a voice by being

independent."

She feels that, in being overex-

tended and under-supported, the

GSA is unable to address many is-

sues that affect grad students, and

that they could do more if they had

the support and the resources that

joining WLUSU would give them.

In regard to Canally's concerns

that joining WLUSU would be in-

effective for graduate student rep-

resentation, Banks noted, should

the GSA become part of WLUSU,

"we're not stuck. We have the
op-

tion to separate [from WLUSU]

again should it not work in our fa-

vour, and WLUSU knows that."

While both Banks and Canally

are respectively for and against

the merger of the GSA and

WLUSU, respectively, they both

agree that "there are a lot of 'ifs'

involved," in Canally's words.

In regards to the other refer-

endum questions, there does

not seem to be much opposition

to the first referendum question:

that the GSA join WLUSP.

Steve Lafleur, the foreperson

for the "Yes" campaign on the is-

sue, commentedthat, "Frankly, I

don't know if there's much of a

case to be made against it."

Lafleur sees the potential

merger as highly beneficial for

graduate students, chiefly in that

it would allow for printed cop-

ies of The Gradvocate, the GSA's

monthly electronic newsletter, to

be made available to students.

Ellen Menage, the Chief Re-

turning Officer for the referen-

dum, stated that, if nothing else,

she hopes that graduate students

understand that "they have many

opportunities to vote" and thatit is

important they do so.

Though polls will be open on

Monday from 9 am to 5 pm, stu-

dents can also vote in advance in

the GSA office on Thursday, which

will be open from 10 am to 3 pm.

Menage also noted that gradu-

ate students can cast their votes

through a confidential e-mail vot-

ing system.

The GSA will be holding an

Open Forum tomorrow evening

from 6:00 to 8:00 pm in BAIOI,

to discuss the various issues sur-

rounding the referendum.

SYDNEY HELLAND

MOVING OUT? - The current office of the GSA, located in the Arts Building, may be moving if graduate students vote "Yes" to joining WLUSU.

In speaking about how he intends

to balance his new responsibili-

ties, which include signing hon-

ourary doctorates and attending

convocations, along with the

multiple community boards he

sits on, Pollock did not express

any concerns.

"I've taken this role knowing

full well the responsibilities that

it involves and I'm prepared to

meet them," he assured.

When asked what was ulti-

mately the most appealing as-

pect of taking on the role of be-

ing Laurier's seventh chancellor,

the businessman - who lives in

Cambridge with his wife Joyce -

expressed how he felt it was such

"an exciting time" for the school

as a whole.

"I think Max brings a vitality to

WLU that will make for some ex-

citing times at Laurier in the next

couple of years," he explained.

"The opportunities for Laurier

are very significant."

Pollock will officially step into

the new role on March 31 and will

then be installed at the summer

convocation on June 4.
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Grad students vote

This Monday, graduate students will vote in a referendum which will decide the fate ofthe GSA;

students will join the Students' Union and Student Publications if they vote "Yes" on their ballots

- FROM GSA, COVER

Chancellor

Pollock
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Open Forum

The GSA will be hosting

an Open Forum tonight

from6:00 until 8:00 pm,

to discuss the issues on

Monday's ballot. Check

CordWeekly.com on

Thursday for a recap.
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Though some students have taken

a stance on the issue, specifically

following a protest last Thursday in

which approximately 60 individu-

als went to administration offices

to voice their concerns about the

strike, there are still many ques-

tions left unanswered.

VP: Academic Sue Horton told

protesters that there might be a

possibility of a Town Hall open fo-

rum at which students could voice

their concerns and ask questions.

However, after speaking with

president of WLU Max Blouw, this

will now be in a virtual format.

"That was the president's deci-

sion," said Horton.

"I did what I was asked to, I

spoke eloquently about what the

students wanted, but ultimately

he's the one that has the direction

of the university," she added.

Currently, Horton is working

out a contingency plan withothers

from administration to set in place

a guide for students as to whatwill

happen to their term if the strike

continues for an extended amount

of time (see above).

Despite the differences of the

two sides, Horton hopes that ad-

ministration and the WLUFA bar-

gaining team will be able to work

together to sort out the situation

for the sake of the students.

"We're all part of the same com-

munity," said Horton.

"Both sides have to want to set-

tie, both sides have to make com-

promises ...

and both sides are go-

ing to have to give something up,"

she added.

Michelle Kramer, a negotiator

with WLUFA and full-time faculty

member, is feeling first-hand the

difficulties of supporting the strike

while adhering to her limitedterm

appointment contract.

"That puts me in a really awk-

ward position," said Kramer.

"On the one hand, I have to be

out there and be really support-

ive of the strike and on the other

hand, I'm out there doing a full-

timeteaching job," she added.

Kramer believes that students

need to be informed about how

the strike effects them.

"I thinkwhat the students need

is muchmore detailedinformation

...
and no person on the picket line

has it and no full-time faculty has

it," said Kramer.

Despite all of the various issues

involved, Kramer still feels that

since the interests of the students

are the number one priority for

both sides, there is a lot of pressure

on the bargaining teams.

"The thoughts of all the CAS

[are] that it's unfortunate.I haven't

spoken to anyone who wantedit to

come this way," said Kramer.

"I honestly can't express

to you the magnitude of our

disappointment."

See PAGE 18 for editorial reaction to this story

SYDNEY HELLAND

CROWD SUPPORT - 355 protesters marched through the Laurier campus on Thursday afternoon to show their support for the striking CAS.

VOCAL CORD

"How have your academics

been affected by the strike?"

"I've had one lecture cancelled, and

then some tutorials."

- Kristen Saunders

First-year Business

"I have two classes instead of four. I'm

supposed to be graduating this year."

- Kaitlyn McQuaid

Fourth-year Arts and

Women's Studies

"I will be angry if I lose my money, but

if I lose my credit it wouldn't be such

a big deal because I'm staying here

anyway."

•Jamie Richardson

Fourth-year Classical Studies

"I have one class cancelled, but I didn't

really go anyway."

■Andrew Tillmann

Second-year Business

"Not at all. None of my classes have

been cancelled."

- Hassan Baig
First-year Business

Compiled by JenniferRae

Photographs by Mara Silvestri

CAS strike

continues

What students should be doing if

their professors are currently on strike,

according to VP: Academic Sue Horton

If professors have not been in contact with you and provided you

withalternate arangements, complete all assignments and submit

them to the dean or associate deanofyour faculty.

They willbe marked once the strike is complete.

Students' options for CAS classes,

according to VP: Academic Sue Horton

1) If professors submit their final exams, students may be able to write

them during the scheduled examination period and professors will

mark them once the strike is over.

2) Students' exams may be deferred to the next examination period

and, depending on their availability, this could occur either in June,

August or as late as December.

3) In special circumstances, such as for students that are graduating,

they may be able to apply for aegrotat status, which means their course-

work to datewould comprise their finalgrade for the course. This would

involve applying to the petitions committee, and submitting a request

to the office of the dean oftheir faculty.

4) If a class is not being taught due to the strike, students may drop their

courses through LORIS, between March 24 and April 9, and receive a

portion of their tuitionback.

* Students should speak to their department dean or associate if the

above options do not work for them.
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Part-time faculty strike: Day 1 administration offices for answers regarding their concerns.

Hours after the CAS strike, Laura Carlson talks to administra-

tion, public affairs and picketers for updates and to see how Part-time faculty strike: Day 6

thestrike was effecting them. After the long weekend, Laura Carlson gets an update on the

strike, and it was learnedthat no upcoming negotiations were

Part-time faculty strike: Day 2 planned.

Rebecca Vasluianu attends an on-campus rally at which 355

activists provided their support for CAS, by marching through Visit www.CordWeekly.com for Sydney Helland's photo gal-

campus. A group of approximately 60 students then entered leries of the strike.

I J

All the latest strike news at CordWeekly.com



CANADA INBRIEF

CFS suffers setback

Burnaby and Victoria, BC

Students at Simon Fraser Univer-

sity and graduate students at the

University ofVictoria have voted to

leave the Canadian Federation of

Students (CFS).

Though 66 percent of students

voted to leave the CFS at Simon

Fraser, representatives from the

national student lobby group are

calling the validity of the results

into question, citing things such as

ballots being found outside poll-

ing locations, people campaigning

right outside ofstations and people

directing students on how to vote.

The group feels that a lawsuit

may be the next step.

The graduate students at Victo-

ria voted 58 percent in favour of

withdrawing their membership

from CFS.

Cricket prank in St. FX

residence

Antigonish, NS

In a prank just prior to an inter-res-

idence hockey game, 1,000crickets

were released into a student dor-

mitory just before the Xavier Cup,

St. Francis XavierUniversity's resi-

dence hockey tournament.

Members of team Chisholmand

Gillis set the insects free in their

rival team Thompson and Tomp-

kins' residence last Sunday just

two days prior to the scheduled

hockey game.

One student of the residence

was removed because she had a

fear of crickets, and small sticky

pads were placed in each room to

eliminatetheremaining bugs.

According to the Xaverian

Weekly, four individuals came for-

ward the day after the prank ad-

mitting their involvement, where it

was learnedthat the president and

vice-president of the residence

knew about the situation, though

they had previously denied it 24

hours earlier.

The two house leaders were

asked to resign, as they were told

that they would face impeachment

on behalf of the Student Union

Council if they did not.

Both teams were removed from

the hockey tournament and bond-

ing activities are currently be-

ing scheduled between the two

residences.

Student protest ban

met by rally

Montreal, QC

A court-approved ban on student

protests at l'Universite du Que-

bec a Montreal (UQAM) was re-

sponded to by approximately 150

students last Tuesday.

The groupgathered to form a hu-

man chain representing their dis-

approval of the possible increase

in tuition at the post-secondary

institution.

Currently, the university is look-

ing to finalize the plans to reduce

its debt, along with revamping its

budget and fee structure.

The ban on student protests,

which was put forth by the school's

administration, will last until

March 27 and is intended to stop

14,000 striking students from pro-

testing within 100 meters of cam-

pus as well as interfering with the

regular class schedule. Any viola-

tions to the new policy could result

in a fine ofup to $50,000.

According to The McGill Daily,

two students have already been

suspended this month for being

involved with strike actions and

many professors have been very

supportive of the students by join-

ingwith demonstrations or writing

letters ofsupport.

Ryerson student avoids

expulsion for Facebook

study group

Toronto, ON

After facing off against the engi-

neering faculty appeals commit-

tee, first-year Ryerson student

Chris Avenir has managed to avoid

expulsion for his involvement as

the administrator of a Facebook

study groupestablished last fall.

However, the 18-year-old stu-

dent will receive a mark of zero

on the chemistry assignment dis-

cussed in the group, which was

worth 10 percent of his final mark

in the course.

Avenir will also be required to

attend a seminar regarding aca-

demic integrity and his transcript

will now carry a disciplinary no-

tice. He originally faced 147 charg-

es of academic misconduct, one

for every memberwho had joined

the Facebook group.

The groupwas originally formed

with the intentionof offering a fo-

rum for students to brainstorm and

share advice about how to com-

plete online questions assigned by

the professor, who had stipulated

that the questions were to be done

independently.

Because no full solutions were

ever posted, controversy arose

about whether or not the Face-

book group was any different than

other collective study tactics, like

tutoring, mentoring or working to-

gether in homework groups,
which

are all permissible according to the

university.

Sit-in at University of

Toronto broken up by

police and security

Toronto, ON

A sit-in at the University ofToronto

ended with police and campus se-

curity forcefully breaking up the

group of about 35 students, who

had gathered outside the presi-

dent's office and thenmoved to the

university's vice-provost office.

The students were intending to

hand over a petition, which spoke

out against a 20 percent increase in

residence fees, to the president of

U ofT.

Since they were told to disperse

after they demanded to speak to

the president, the protesters were

unable to have any contact with

representatives of the university

administration.

The protesters made arrange-

ments to gather outside of the Uni-

versity Affairs Board yesterday to

put forward theirdemandsregard-

ing fees.

- Compiled by Laura Carlson

andJennifer Rae
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Harper met in

Guelph by local

protesters

DanPolischuk reports on

an event in which activists,

some from WLU, protested

theopening of a new Con-

servative campaign office.
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Laurier Centre for Music set to open
MADHAVI GANJU

STAFF WRITER

The Laurier Centre for Music in

the Community is officially set to

open its doors to the public this

Friday and Saturday and will be

marked with various kinds of per-

formances to be heldin the Theatre

Auditorium.

Shows are held Friday at 8 pm

and Saturday at both 3 pm and 8

pm.

Although the Centre has been

carrying out other activities over

the past year, this weekend will be

their official opening to the public.

The director of the Centre, Lee

Willingham, noted that the whole

campus is invited to these shows.

Tickets are $10 for adults and

$5 for students and seniors, which

can either be purchased at the door

or ordered in advance. The major

sponsor of the event is the Musag-

etes Fund of the K-W Community

Foundation.

There is also a special initiatives

grant from WLU, enabling the cre-

ators of this event to reduce what

they have to charge for the show.

Any extra money made will be

contributed towards scholarships

for music students.

First-year music student James

Dickie will be singing as a part of

the concert, and he feels that it's

"going to be a great program be-

cause they're going to reach out

to the community and do a whole

bunch of work with them."

Peter Hatch, a professor in the

music department, has been com-

missioned to compose a piece for

the show.

Willingham explained how

"composers who create the scores

typically don'twork with anybody,

like a painter or a writer."

In this case, however, Hatch

is working with two senior stu-

dents, Colin Labadie and Heather

Olaveson, so it's "a beautiful thing

they've done," Willingham said.

The showcase of the event is the

performance of Carl Orff's famous

Carmina Burana, which Willing-

ham explains sets the poety of fif-

teenth-century German monks to

music.

The other significant piece in the

event is Imaginibus Mundi, which

is the new work created by Labadie

and Olaveson.

There will be a candlelight vigil

in the middle of the piece that, in

principle, supports the Earth Hour

initiative that will be taking place

at various locales around the world

on Saturday night and which aims

to raise environmentalawareness.

The Centre has also partnered

with Motus O, which, according to

Willingham, is a "very edgy creative

dance troupe," to create an inter-

disciplinary performance.

Saturday will also see a special

town hall meeting held from 10 am

until noon, atwhich theDean of the

Faculty ofMusic, Charles Morrison,

will be present.

"We want everyone to come,

students and members of the com-

munity, to talk aboutculture, music

and how our community lives as a

creative community and how mu-

sic plays a role in that," concluded

Willingham.

GREG MCKENZIE

JOIN THE CHORUS
- WLU students are encouraged to attend this

weekend's opening of the Laurier Centre for Music in the Community.
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Interested in studying to become an

elementary teacher with a leading

II CSU's Ontario Campus in Burlington is currently in its third

successful year of offering this professional one-year program,

i which prepares university graduates to teach in primary-

junior classrooms in Ontario. This degree is accredited by the

...
■ Ontario College of Teachers and approved by the Ministry of

Training, Colleges and Universities.

[A 3

For more information about this program and how to apply for £

\ V the August 2008 intake visit www.charlessturt.ca

\\ .. t,
* 1 This program is offered under the written consent of the Ministerof Training. Colleges and

W t (. • >34 j '•>- ■ Universities for the period from 24 December 2004 to 24 December 2009. Prospective students

W / areresponsible for satisfying themselves that theprogram and the degree willbe appropriate

II J > t<,
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ri »Ui /' to the'r needs (e-9- acceptable to potential employers, professional licensing bodies orother

r

'
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Summer

Company
Be your own boss

Earn up to $3,000 in awards and turn what you love to do into a

summer experience. Keep all business profits and develop

entrepreneurial skills. Apply online at www.summercompany.ca.

Application deadline: April 30, 2008.

SummerCompany is open to all students aged 15-29 who are

returning to school in the fall.

For more information

rob.clement@kitchener.ca OR 519-741-2986

www.summercompany.ca

c?o YOU
DREAM ABOUT?

"My dream and my passion has always been to create3D difference between my success and failure is their

designs and to be my own boss. But I was fresh out of mentoring program. Alex is my sounding board and my

university, had student loans to pay off and could not get inspiration on thosedays when you just cant take itanymore.

financing through traditional souroes.
My compan>i DreamLi(e Design |s expanding beyon(j my

So how did I start my own business? With CYBF's start-up wildest dreams. We have over 25 employees and service

financing and Alex Read my CYBF business mentor, many top real estate developers, working with them to

Thafs how. bring their blue prints to life.

Sure we all need money to start a business and lam grateful I encourage you to make your dream a reality." /# \

to CYBF for helping me out. But what is really making the - Robert Kenfield

BE THE BOSS. BECOME AM ENTREPRENEUR/
Canadian

Check out CYBF.CA today! =
ine"



A diverse

new tradition

Winners of Laurier art competition announced;

Kimberly Maruncic and Julia Westelaken were

both selected for their artwork on diversity

MARA SILVESTRI

STAFF WRITER

Laurier's first diversity art mural

contest, which was held as a joint

project with Wilfrid Laurier Uni-

versity Students' Union (WLUSU),

has recently announced its winners

for theirsubmissions of art that ex-

press diversity.

Coordinator of Student Diversity

Adam Lawrence had a vision for the

competition when the lack of liveli-

ness in artwork at Laurier became

evident to him.

"I love the idea of tradition at

Laurier and I wanted to start some

traditions by livening it up and al-

lowing students to show diversity,"

said Lawrence.

Out of seven entries, the judg-

ing committee could not decide

between what they viewed as two

exceptional submissions - leaving

two winners for the first year of the

competition.

The two winners are Kimberley

Maruncic and Julia Westelaken,

who both wanted to send a mes-

sage to the community on the topic

of diversity.

The judges felt that both winners

captured an important interpreta-

tion of diversity in the work which

they submitted.

"It's diversity from a student's

perspective insteadof the adminis-

tration telling us we have a diverse

community," said Westelaken inre-

gards to why she entered her piece

in the contest.

Westelaken's co-winner felt the

same way.

"I just thought it would be neat

to incorporate everything. We don't

really hear about a lot of that stuff,

especially at Laurier, so I just want-

ed to be a part of it," said Maruncic.

Lawrence commented that the

rules for the mural submissions

were quite vague so that the artists

would not feel restricted in what

they should produce.

The main guideline, though, was

creativity in conveying diversity.

"When we talk about diversity,

we talk about the uniqueness of ev-

ery person that attends Laurier," he

said.

With the guidelines in mind,

Maruncic's artwork conveys "some-

thing for every major that you can

take at Laurier," because she be-

lieves there is no better way to rep-

resent diversity at WLU.

Westelaken's art piece, on the

other hand takes the angle of why

Laurier is home to her.

"We have people around in all

shapes and sizes; [it] just repre-

sents everyone being accepted,"

she says.

Lawrence is hoping thatthe com-

petition will extend into upcoming

years, both to "liven things up" and

bring awareness to diversity on

campus.

Both Maruncic and Westelaken

will produce a larger representa-

tion of their work on a canvas, one

of which will be displayed in the

24-hour lounge in the Fred Nichols

Campus Centre and the other in

the Office for Student Diversity in

May.

SYDNEY HELLAND

PICTURE PERFECT - Kimberley Maruncic's artwork was one of the two winning entries for the Mural Project.
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STOP FAST START
IN AT H&R BLOCK TAX PREP SPENDING

Students, come in for your tax preparation and get
instant cash back in just one visit.

Studeni\
tax prep X

, ..

{j- q|-
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1 I-800-HRBLOCK (472-5625) H&R BLOCK

\ get a FREE J www.hrblock.ca

X.SPC card,/

To qualify for student pricing student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or more months of full-timeattendance at a college or university durina 2007 or (ii) a valid
high school identification card. Expires July 31, 2008. Must also qualify for Instant Cash Back and Cash Back products. See office for details Valid onlv at

DaStina H&R Block
locations '" Canada SRC Card offers valid from 08/01/07 to 07/31/08 at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholderonly. Offers may vary,
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Photo Manager
Responsibilities

Editor-in-chief - coordinate photography team

with co-Photo Manager a

08/09 Dosition now
~ take photos for the Cord Weekly fls* %%

j - attend regular Editorial Board meetings

open. Applications
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International

Canadian tortured in Syria speaks out

Abdullah Almalki was detained in Malaysia, then held and interrogated in Syria. Canada could have ended his torture by sending

a letter to the Syrian authorities informing them that there was no existing warrant against him, saving him months of abuse

JENNIFER RAE

STAFF WRITER

As Canadians, we are accustomed

to thinking of our governmentand

intelligence agencies in a relatively

positive light, regarding them as

democratic, fairand legitimate.

Thus, the notion that the Cana-

diangovernment is complicit in the

torture of human beings around

the world is not a simple truth to

accept. Andwhen thosehumanbe-

ings are actually Canadian citizens,

the very people our government

should be most determinedto pro-

tect, the truth becomes even more

complicated.

For AbdullahAlmalki, who spoke

yesterday night as part of an event

called "Abandonedby Canada: Tor-

ture Survivors Speak Out" Canada's

problematic stance on torture has

had life-altering effects.

Hie event, co-sponsored by Anti-

War @ Laurier and the Waterloo

Public Interest Research Group,

proved to be an invaluable experi-

ence for all in attendance.

Almalki talked candidly about

his personal experiences as a Ca-

nadian citizen who was subjected

to almost two years of torture and

imprisonment inan overseas jail.

Though the torture took place

in Syria, Almalki revealed the as-

tounding extent to which Cana-

dian authorities and intelligence

agencies were not only aware of

the treatment he was receiving, but

were actually conspiring to prolong

his detention and interrogation.

Almalki explained that alarmingly,

"Mine is not an isolated case."

It was in the 1990s that Almalki

first encountered surveillance by

the Canadian Security Intelligence

Service (CSIS). He spoke of being

followed by up to five vehicles at

a time as he and his family went

about their most basic of daily ac-

tivities, such as grocery shopping

or going to the public library.

He also explained that a camera

was installed across the street from

his home. The climate of harass-

ment worsened following the 9/11

attacks, and eventually, Almalki

and his family decided to tempo-

rarily leave the country and travel

to Malaysia to visit relatives.

Almalki explained that at this

point, the evidence gathered

against him by Canadian authori-

ties was most likely considered

tainted, and could not be used for

prosecution.

Instead, he spoke of a policy of

"prevention," or the mandate that

when information is not adequate,

and an individual cannot legally be

detained in Canada, that individual

is instead pushed outside of the

country, where alternative mea-

sures can be pursued.

Indeed, when Almalki arrived

in Malaysia, he was detained and

questioned. The reason behind his

arrest was reportedly the fact that

the Canadian government had re-

quested he be investigated, though

Malaysian authorities determined

he had done nothing wrong, and

soon released him.

For Abdullah Almalki, who

SPOKE YESTERDAY NIGHT AS PART

OF AN EVENT CALLED "ABANDONED

by Canada: Torture Survivors

Speak Out" Canada's

PROBLEMATIC STANCE ON TORTURE

HAS HAD LIFE-ALTERING EFFECTS.

However, months later, during a

trip to Syria in May 2002, Almalki

was again detained. This time he

remainedincustody for 22 months,

and was relentlessly tortured.

Almalki describes the first time

he was ever hit, saying, "That slap

took my humanity away. That

really crushed by dignity. I feel the

humiliationofthatslap even today.

It wasn't human beings just talking

anymore."

After two months underground,

Almalki was finally exposed to a

few minutes of daylight when he

was brought to a "breathing room"

where he says,"I realized for the

first time in my life how beautiful

the sky is."

During his presentation, Almalki

described the
many ways in which

Canada was complicit inhis deten-

tionand torture.

He asserts that he was essentially

imprisoned by proxy, and that evi-

dence shows the RCMP and CSIS

were working alongside the Syrian

Military Intelligence, formulating

questions to be asked during inter-

rogation, passing false information

to prolong his detention, and doing

nothing to prevent the torture that

they knew to be occurring.

Almalki explained that the Cana-

dian government did

not demanda consular

visit to check on his

well being, nor did they

demanddoctor access.

Furthermore, the

RCMP repeatedly de-

layed the simple letter

to the Syrian authori-

ties saying that there

was no outstanding ar-

rest warrant against Al-

malki in Canada, which ultimately

resulted inhis release.

Following Almalki's talk, his le-

gal representative Hadayt Nazami,

as well as Matthew Behrens of the

Stop Canadian Involvement in Tor-

ture organization, addressed the

audience.

The pair provided further infor-

mation about the secret Canadian

inquiry that has been underway for

the past year, supposedly investi-

gating the charges against Almalki.

Thus far, 40 witnesses have been

called and a total of 35,000 docu-

ments examined, yet Almalki and

his lawyers have not been allowed

to view a single piece of this evi-

dence, for reasons of "national

security."

RYAN STEWART

BREATHE - Almalki realized "how beautiful the sky is" after being sent

to a "breathing room" after two months of confinement in Syria.

WORLDINBRIEF

Khadr hearing begins

The Supreme Court of Canada

has decided to hear Omar Khadr's

lawyers' arguments about the al-

leged unfair treatment and legal-

ity of detention undergone by the

Toronto-born male who was cap-

turedinAfghanistan in 2002.

At the time, Khadr was 15 years

old; however, now he is facing

charges for the murder of US

Army Sgt. Christopher Speer and

for other injuries he caused after

throwing a grenade in a fire fight

between US forces and Taliban

fighters.

Khadr survived serious injuries

including two gunshot wounds in

the back and shrapnel lacerations

to the eyes, according to Reuters

News.

Khadr maintains that he was

unfairly treated while being kept

in Afghanistan and experienced

further abuseafter being moved to

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Threats

ofrape and harsh treatment made

his detainment unlawful, accord-

ing to his lawyers.

Khadr's US military defence

lawyer, Lt.-Cmdr. Bill Kuebler,

also questions Canada's lack of

advocacy for the then-teen in the

international matter. He claims

that because Khadr was 15 years

old at the time, he deserves the

"child soldier status," underwhich

he would be reintegrated into

society.

He was "a victim of al Qaeda,

not a member," Kuebler said.

Tibetans protest over

Olympic torch

Anti-government protests are

once again flaring up in Tibet, as

the politically turbulent area riots

in protest of China's control over

theregion.

On March 16, the Xinhua News

Agency reported that Chinese

police forces opened fire in Aba

county, Tibet, on protesters "in

self defense"

According to BBC News, China

claims only 13 people have been

killed during protests, whereasthe

exiled Tibetan government has

said that at least 99 people have

diedso far.

According to various news

sources, US Secretary of State

Condoleezza Rice advised the

Chinese Secretary ofState to show

restraint and enter talks with the

Dalai Lama.

Right now, riots in the capital

of Tibet, Lhasa, led to calls for a

route change in the Olympic torch

procession for the Beijing 2008

games.

Initially, the route was to take

the iconic torch through Tibetand

then proceed to the summit of

Mount Everest.

Matt Whitticase, a Free Tibet

campaign spokesperson, said that

a torch relay through Tibet would

be an "abhorrent sight" and that

China wants to use the Olympics

as a tool for showing the world

that Tibet is "complacent with

their role in relationto China."

This, however, is not the case,

he said, as Tibet views complete

independence from China as their

ultimate goal.

New threats posed

The surfacing of a new Osama bin

Laden tape last week marked al

Qaeda's first for 2008. Despite be-

ing latent for months, bin Laden's

newest audio release laid to rest

questions that the al Qaeda leader

was dead or ailing.

As reported on Fox News, on

the five-minute tape, bin Laden

directe dthreatsspecifically toward

theEuropean Union.He warned of

retaliation for the reprinting of the

infamous 2005 Danish cartoons,

which controversially depicted

the Islamic prophet Muhammad.

Suspicion over the exact date of

the recording is debatable due to

the generic nature of the tape it-

self, notably its lack of post-2006

references.

However, US intelligence of-

ficials agree there is no reason to

doubt the voice on the audiotape

belongs to Osama bin Laden and

the threats, although unspecific,

should be taken seriously by the

European community.

Progressive peace

Nigeria and Cameroon reached

a peaceful settlement last week

concerning long-disputed ter-

ritory in the Gulf of Guinea. Hie

dispute over an oil-rich peninsula

in the Atlantic Ocean spanned

decades and was infamous for

occasional violent flare-ups with

bloody repercussions.

Despite an International Crim-

inal Court ruling in favourof Cam-

eroon's occupation of the land in

2002, many native to the region

felt an all-out war between the

two nations was inevitable.

However, a Reuters news reports

revealed that a March 14 agree-

ment solidified peace on the issue

and ensured the full withdrawalof

Nigerian forces from the disputed

territory by August 2008. For Af-

rica, a continent where extreme

violence is commonplace, the re-

port reaffirmed that a contest be-

ing settled through mere dialogue

would be a major step.

- Compiled by Ashley Doodnauth

andPaula Millar
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China aiding world

Dr. Gregory Chin, an assistant professor at York University, spoke at CIGI

regarding the billions of dollars given in assistance programs internationally

HEATHER MACDONALD

STAFF WRITER

Yesterday, Dr. Gregory Chin teamed

up with the Centre for International

Governance Innovation (CIGI) to

lecture on the motivations behind

China's development on foreign

assistance.

An assistant professor at York

University and Senior Fellow at

CIGI, Dr. Chin spoke on behalf of

the Chinese government in Beijing,

labelling them as "international

donors."

China wants to be involved with

foreign assistance to countries in

need, but Dr. Chin states, "We are

very careful about where we sit with

global donors," adding that some

assistance programs do not follow

through on their promises, giving

donor communities a reputation

for being unreliable.

Prior to describing China as a

poor nation, Dr. Chin discussed

the billions of dollars in assistance

China has put forth to developing

countries in Africa. He spoke of a

more grassroots approach prior to

the lull in the 1980s as opposed to

the financial support they attempt

today, which he believes is more

effective.

The G7, a meeting of the lead-

ers of Canada, France, Germany,

Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom

and theUnited States of America, is

very critical of the actions taken by

China and Dr. Chin doesn't under-

stand why.

Dr. Chin explains the G7's ap-

proach to the war on terrorism,

with "a lot of assistance pushed to-

wards poverty."

The people of China challenge

this thought because they feel Af-

ricans will only continue to feel

as though the rest of the world is

condescending.

Rather than seeing Africa as a

burden to the rest of the world, Dr.

Chin feelsChina is doing theirbest

work to create partnerships with

African countries.

The Forum on China-Africa

Cooperation (FOCAC) partnered

with 41 African leaders at the 2006

summit, showing China's efforts in

creating partnerships that meet the

needs of each individualcountry.

Dr. Chin doesn't feel as though

the G7 would ever attempt to forge

these types of personal relation-

ships and believes the "European

Union is threatened" by China be-

cause of this, as the EU has always

had close ties with many African

countries.

Between the massive wave of

criticism towards China as a for-

eign aid donor and the large sum of

money Dr. Chin says is pouring out

of China, the Chinese government

is being forced to become more

transparent in their aid work.

Since there has been an increase

in donations to African countries,

all the incoming money must be

tracked, essentially creating a more

trusted image of China.

Dr. Chin described doing small

community projects like building

wells as a micro-level of assistance.

He sees China as one to work to-

wards macro-levels but recognizes

that they have difficulties with aid

management.

Because of this, China is inter-

ested in donor cooperation with

Canadasince the Canadiangovern-

ment has a long history withBritish

banks, something Dr. Chin believes

"China can learn from."

A colleague suggested to Dr.

Chin that China and Canada go to

Africa together to see the projects

they are both working on. But Can-

ada seems to be the least of their

worries in regards to reactions from

powerful countries.

"How the US reacts to China's

foreign aid willaffect China's future

assistance," he said, later compar-

ing the US to a mother figure in

that, "You never question the head

of the household."

Dr. Chin closed after thoroughly

discussing China's desire to avoid

becoming a traditional donor by

saying that he "hopes China and

traditional donors can build a con-

structive partnership."

SYDNEY HELLAND

CHIN-A - Dr. Chin believes that China has a more wholesome approach

to foreign aid development and is more engaged in the needs of Africa.

United States needs to be a better broker

YUSUF FAQIRI

CORD INTERNATIONAL

We all expect to be treated with dig-

nity and respect. But as most of us

know, these basic rights of human-

ity do not exist in some areas of

the world. In the West, we preach

about preserving the basic necessi-

ties of life, yet it is this very Western

entity, led by the United States, who

espouses the greatest hypocrisy.

Now if we turn our eyes to Amer-

ica's oft-called - notably by the Ayn

Rand Institute in California - "only

true ally" in the Middle East, Israel,

some of the greatest human rights

abuses are being committed by this

nation state.

I lived a good part of my life in

the Middle East ina war-torn coun-

try, but even I cannot relate to the

living conditions of the Palestinian

people.

In the beginning of the first week

of March, Prime Minister Ehud

Olmert's government launched a

military operation on the Palestin-

ian people in the Gaza Strip that

included air strikes where 110 Pal-

estinian people, the majority civil-

ians, were killed and another 350

injured.

The Israeli government launched

this military assault to dissuade the

Hamas Islamist movement from

firing rockets into Israel. I con-

demn Hamas for using these tactics

against innocent Israeli civilians. I

understand that Israel has the re-

sponsibility to protect its citizens.

But at the same time, how can

they justify the murder of mostly

civilians, including women, chil-

dren and disabled people? As far as

I know, indiscriminate killings such

as these are against international

law.

But then again why would Israel

care about international law? They

have defied it since 1967 by occu-

pying the Gaza Strip and the West

Bank illegally.

For a people who do not have

much, the Palestinian people have

remainedresilient withall theodds

against them.

They have been abandoned by

the many coward leaders of the

Arab World who preach solidarity

with the Palestinians all the while

turning a blind eye to their situa-

tion, while at the same time the

international community sits idly

and watches the Palestinians suf-

focate in one of the worst human

conditions in the world.

Currently, Islamist group

Hamas has taken over Gaza while

Mahmoud Abbas' Fatah party

maintains power in the West Bank.

Both groups
have brought harm

to their people. Abbas has not

turned out to be that unified leader

that many touted him to be while

Hamas has isolated the Palestin-

ians internationally by stubbornly

not recognizing Israel.

I have always believed in a two-

state solution to solve the Arab-

Israeli conflict. But this conflict will

never be solved without an honest

broker.

The current American adminis-

tration has become a lap-dog for

Israel. Israel has been able to do

virtually anything with the United

States permission.

Furthermore, Israel seems reluc-

tant to adhere to international law

unless it is pressured to do so by

Washington. Unfortunately, it ap-

pears this will not happen anytime

soon.

The building of illegal settlements

on promised Palestinian land by

the Israeli government undermines

any futurepeace effort betweenthe

Palestinians and Israelis.

Just last week Olmert approved

the building of 54 housing units in

the West Bank, which belongs to

Palestine as per prior agreement.

I find it quite amusing that Ol-

mert, at the Annapolis meeting in

November, pledged to work out a

final peace plan deal with Abbas

by the end of 2008; however, all the

while he continues to build settle-

ments on Palestinian land.

Israel will not achieve lasting

peace if it takes a route like this.

For the Palestinians, they will never

achieve peace if they let the rest

of the Arab states speak on their

behalf and continue to resort to

means that aggravate the Israelis.

In addition to this, they need to

uniteundera leaderwhowill genu-

inely speak for them. These tit-for-

tat games
between Hamas and

Fatah are harmful to their cause.

Palestinians and Israelis are ration-

al people who can achieve peace if

the proper mechanisms exist.

letters@cordweekly. com
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Sports

Will the upsets continue?

With one weekend of March Madness out of the way, the Cinderella teams

now face the tests of their lives as the field narrows, weaning out the weak

JOE TURCOTTE
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Sweet Sixteen

(1) UNC over (4)WSU

(3) Louisville over (2) Tennessee

(12) Villanova over (1) Kansas

(3) Wisconsin over (10) Davidson

(5) MSU over (1) Memphis

(2) Texas over (3) Stanford

(1) UCLA over (12) WKU

(3) Xavier over (7) West Virginia

Elite Eight

(2) Louisville over (1) UNC

(3) Wisconsin over (12) Villanova

(2) Texas over (5) MSU

(1) UCLA over (2) Xavier

So, apparently the logic that I used

when making the picks for the first

rounds of this year's tournament

was flawed. But, come on, who

would have thought that two sev-

en-foot players would get the best

ofone seven-footer — as happened

when Stanford defeated Cornell?

Luckily, this week I've learned from

my mistakes.

That's why I see the fifth-seeded

Michigan State Spartans upsetting

the number one ranked Mem-

phis Tigers. Of course, I realize

that Memphis is on fire, but hav-

ing barely squeaked by the eighth-

seeded Mississippi State Bulldogs,

the Tigers' deficiencies at the free

throw line have been exposed.

Sure, Memphis is an athletic and

gifted squad on the floor, but when

it comes to crunch time and the

game's on the line at the foul stripe,

it'll be the Spartans who march on.

Sweet Sixteen

(1) UNC over (4) WSU

(3) Louisville over (2) Tennessee

(1) Kansas over (12) Villanova

(10) Davidson over (3) Wisconsin

(1) Memphis over (5) MSU

(2) Texas over (2) Stanford

(1) UCLA over (12) WKU

(3) Xavier over (7) West Virginia

Elite Eight

(3) Louisville over (1) UNC

(1) Kansas over (10) Davidson

(1) Memphis over (2) Texas

(1) UCLA over (3) Xavier

Sweet Sixteen

This is the most exciting game of

the third round. Both teams have

shown perks of absolute greatness

and have both suffered lackluster

defeats.

This
game is going to come down

to whether Tennessee's outside

shooting game can defeat Louis-

ville's inside presence of 6'11" for-

ward David Padgett.

My prediction: Louisville knocks

off a great Tennessee team and

moves on to face the mighty Tar

Heels.

Elite Eight

UCLA will win their gamein a close

one. Xavier plays great defense, but

when a player like Kevin Love is

playing at his top ability, he cannot

be stopped. Bad news for Xavier is

that he is.

Anyone who saw Love absolutely

dominatethe endofUCLA's second

round match-up saw how big of a

factor he is in a close game. Who

knew he had those fade away Js in

him? Big players play in big games

and that will be the difference in

this one.

Sweet Sixteen

(I)UNC over (4) WSU

(3) Louisville over (2) Tennessee

(1) Kansas over (12) Villanova

(3) Wisconsin over (10) Davidson

(5) MSU over (1) Memphis

(2) Texas over (3) Stanford

(1) UCLA over (12) WKU

(7) West Virginia over (3) Xavier

EliteEight

(1) UNC over (3) Louisville

(1) Kansas over (3) Wisconsin

(2) Texas over (5) Michigan St.

(1) UCLA over (7) West Virginia

Definitely a surprise out of the West

bracket has been #12 Western Ken-

tucky. In the second round, they

caught a bit of a break by facing off

against another team thatovercame

the odds in #13 San Diego, who

had a massive upset over UConn.

Western Kentucky has beenon a bit

of a fairytale run thus far, so expect

them to give UCLA a run for their

money.

UCLA got quite a scare from

Texas A&M, but I anticipate that

Coach Howland gave them a lash-

ing after the game. The team will

rebound in a convincing man-

ner with a statement game versus

Western Kentucky.

Expect the UNC Tar Heels to con-

tinue their strong play into the Elite

Eight and deep into the tourna-

ment. Tyler Hansbrough has been

stellar for the Tar Heels, leading

them to convincing victories over

Mt. St. Mary's and Arkansas.

They will face their first "chal-

lenge" this week when they battle

fourth-seeded Washington St.

Don't expect a close game in this

one, as UNC is on a roll. Oh, and I

forgot to mention, the Tar Heels are

averaging merely 110.5 points per

game in the tournament.

Sweet Sixteen

(I)UNC over (4) WSU

(3) Louisville over (2) Tennessee

(1) Kansas over (12) Villanova

(10) Davidson over (3) Wisconsin

(1) Memphis over (5) MSU

(2) Texas over (3) Stanford

(1) UCLA over (12) WKU

(7) West Virginia over (3) Xavier

Elite Eight

(1) UNC over (3) Louisville

(1) Kansas over (10) Davidson

(2) Texas over (1) Memphis

(1) UCLA over (7)West Virginia

Sweet Sixteen

Fresh off their win over Duke, West

Virginia seems to find ways to win

behind the efforts of Joe Alexander,

and if WVU continually gets un-

sung performances from their role

players, they can defeatXavier.

The other potential upset is Da-

vidson, and if they keep the game

close, Stephen Curry will single-

handedly defeat them in the sec-

ond half. Wisconsin will try to take

advantage of their size, but the Da-

vidson and Goliath story will go on

for yet anotherround.

Elite Eight

In the Elite Eight, I believe the

first seeds will continueto reign su-

preme. However, Louisville might

surprise UNC as they have had no

trouble at all during this tourna-

ment. Still, UNC should be readily

prepared for anything.

The only top seed that will be

taken down will be Memphis by

Texas. Led by one of the best point

guards in the tournament, D.J. Au-

gustin, Texas can beat Memphis

with his ability to run the offense

very efficiently.

SYDNEY HELLAND

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO
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Golden Hawks report: 07/08
Find out how your favourite teams fared in The Cord's evaluation of the success of Golden Hawk varsity athletics this year

Women's Lacrosse: A+

The ladies secured their fifth con-

secutive OUA championship title

this year, going undefeated all the

way through the season and dis-

playing complete domination over

all competition. The Hawks picked

up three of the five OUA major

awards, with Kirsten Gerrie tak-

ing offensive player, Britt Boynton

picking up defensive player and

Jayme Beard taking homerookie of

the year.Amy Fincham joined those

four with OUA first team all-star

honours. The ladies will be strong

again next season as they seek to

make it six in a row.

- Lauren Millet

Men's Curling: A+

Winning a national championship

warrants a great grade, and con-

sidering the men's team defeated

three-quarters of the two-time

World and Canadian Junior Cham-

pions, I can't really find any errors,

or room for improvement. As the

team heads to Beijing for the World

University Games, they will be ex-

pected to bring back even more

gold. Good job guys, now go kick

some international university butt!

- Luke Dotto

Women's Curling: A+

The ladies also won the big one,

and in doing so they staged four

monumental comebacks in the

process. Not only did they need to

come back in the OUA champion-

ships, but they also

began the nation-

als 0-3, and then

they had to win

in a tiebreaker

just to make the

playoffs. Finding

themselves once

again in a tough

position, they were

then forced to take

four consecutive

ends in order to

defeat Manitoba

in the final.

They were

able to

rise

above

their opponent

every time and there-

fore deserve much praise.

- Luke Dotto

Cheerleading: A+

TheseHawks travelled to theCheer-

leading Nationals in Brampton this

year. They placed first in the Can-

ada-wide competition with an im-

pressive lead, their first and second

round total of 862 points putting

them 224.5 points ahead of the sec-

ond place team. Go Hawks!

- AndreaMillet

Women's Hockey: A

TheGoldenHawks women'shockey

team has been consistently strong

for five years now, and didn't disap-

point again this year. After sweep-

ing the OUA with a 23-2-2 record,

they headed into nationals hungry

for more. After dominating their ri-

vals from Alberta, the Hawks lost a

tough battle to the stronger McGill

squad but came homewith the sil-

ver medal. The team showed strong

depth and promising rookies,

so losing a few key players shouldn't

hinder their performance too

much. Look for the Hawks at the

top of the table again next year.

-
Lauren Millet

Women's

Soccer: A-

The women's soc-

cer team exceeded

expectations this season finishing

with a 7-4-3 record, leading to a first

round bye and were a penalty shot

away from the finals. Finishing with

the bronze medal, the 2007 season

was a significant improvement for

the youngteam after finishing 5-5-4

last season and being ousted in the

first round ofplayoffs as a fifthseed.

With another full season of experi-

ence, the Hawks look well on their

way as they inch closer to ending a

13-year championship drought.

- Raymond Giu

Football: B+

The men had a terrific regular sea-

son, going unbeaten until facing

the menacing Ottawa Gee Gees at

home. Falling to them, they picked

it back up to finish the season 7-1

with a win over York. The

Hawks were facedwith

injury after injury;

however, the

i younger guys

stepped up

and battled hard

in every game.

Heading into the playoffs with

many of their starters back in the

line-up, they were looking for a

second Yates victory in three years,

but were stunned inthe semi-finals

by a quicker, hungrier Guelph Gry-

phons squad.

-
Lauren Millet

Men's Baseball: B

The men's baseball team finished

the year with a 9-9 record for the

second consecutive year. Although

they lost to the eventual OUA

champions from Western in the

semi-finals, they accomplished sev-

eral significant achievements. They

earned their first OUA playoff vic-

tory ever, as they defeatedWestern

in game two oftheir three-game se-

ries, 13-6. Also, four of their players

made the all-star team with Scott

Mahn making the first team, and

Curtis Young, Damien Eccletor

and Andrew Stevens mak-

ing the second. Lastly,

after serving as as-

sistant coach

three

for

years,

Scott Ballan-

tyne's first season

as head coach was a suc-

cess, taking home OUA coach

of the year honours.

- Raymond Giu

Women'sVolleyball: B

The ladies saw an improvement

from last season's record, finishing

with 12 wins to only seven losses.

The team continued their solid

playmaking, despite star player

Danielle Walker missing a good

portion of the season due to a knee

injury. The rookies and youngteam

members stepped into her shoes,

but it just wasn't enough as the

ladies saw a premature exit from

the playoffs at the hands of rivals

Waterloo.

; - Lauren Millet

L

[ Women's Basketball: B-

; This season was a positive improve-

i ment for the Hawks female basket-

ball program. After finishing 5-17

last year, they stepped it up to finish

9-13 this season, only to be dropped

> by Windsor in the first round of

1 the playoffs. With some promising

young players in the line-up, things

can only go up from here for the

Hawks next season.

- Lauren Millet

Golf: B-

The Wilfrid Laurier men's golf team

had a steady showing all season

long, sweeping team gold and indi-

vidual first at the Laurier Invita-

tional tournament.The team

concluded the year

placing eighth over-

all at the two-day

OUA champion-

ship hosted by

Ottawa. Steve

Tsandelis led

the team throughout the season,

claiming first overall at the Guelph

and Laurier Invitational tourna-

ments and finishing with an OUA

first team all-star selection.

- Lauren Millet

Men's

Soccer: B-

The Golden Hawks men's

soccer team had an average

season this year, finishing off with

a 6-5-3 record. This placed them

fourth in the OUA West Division,

and landed three of their players

West Division second team all-

star honours. The Hawks' play was

enough to secure them a position

in the playoffs, where they lost to

the fifth-ranked Windsor Lancers

in the first round.

- Andrea Millet

Swimming: B-

Outstanding performances by

Whitney Rich and Hilary Jackson

led to the team finishing fifth over-

all at the OUA championships.

Rich took home double gold in 100

m and 200 m breaststroke, while

Jackson swam away with silver in

the 100 m backstroke. Veteran Da-

vid Hughes completed the medal

winnings with a bronze in the 400

m individual medley. Rich and

Jackson also took first team all-star

honours.

- Lauren Millet

Women's Figure Skating: B-

The ladies were consistendy in the

top halfof the table for the major-

ity of the season. Finishing third

overall in both the fall and winter

invitational competitions, they

took home gold in the team syn-

chronized skating event at the OUA

championship. They proceeded to

finish fourth overall in the OUA.

- Lauren Millet

Men's Hockey: B-

The squad showed signs of bril-

liance and promise at home, where

they went a remarkable 12-3-1 in

the regular and post-season com-

bined. On the road, Laurier was

wholly uninspiring, dropping four

straight crucial games near the end

of the season. Bright spots were the

Voakes brothers who were 1-2 in

Hawks' goals, points, game-win-

ning goals and power play goals.

Craig won this years' CIS Rookie

of the Year and captain Matt

Grennier showed an unbe-

i lievable amount of heart,

basically carrying the team

down the stretch.

- JamieNeugebauer

Men's Basketball: C

The basketball Hawks rede-

fined the expression "never

say die'! After going 0-5 to

start the season, the team

ralliedand finished the year

8-14, making the playoffs

only to lose to Guelph in

a hard- fought battle.

CIS Rookie of the

YearKale Harrison

led the way on

offense, shoot-

ing a blister-

ing 45.9%

from the field.

Where heart was the team's posi-

tive, lack of depth and inexperi-

ence was their downfall. Of the 15

players who dressed on a regular

occasion, no fewer than nine were

first-years.

- JamieNeugebauer

Men'sVolleyball: D

The Hawks men's volleyball team

had an unfortunate season this

year, opening with eight losses in

their first nine games. Although the

team made some adjustments and

came back to win their three final

matches, they ended theiryear
with

a dismal six wins and 14 losses. The

Hawks finished in ninth place out

of the eleven teams in the OUA and

therefore did not advance into the

playoffs.

- Andrea Millet

Men'sRugby: D

The men's rugby team struggled

this year, ending at the bottom of

their OUA division with a 2-4 sea-

son record. After facing annihila-

tion in their opener, losing 43-0

to the McMaster Marauders, the

Hawks fought back and won their

next two games. Unfortunately, the

Hawks' last three games resulted in

defeat.

- Andrea Millet

Women'sRugby: D-

The women's rugby team also

faced disappointment this year.

After winning their season opener

against the Toronto Varsity Blues

they accrued four consecutive loss-

es; finishing the season with a 1-4

record. The women landed hard at

the bottom of their OUA division.

- Andrea Millet
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Voakes takes top CIS rookie honours

Star rookie showed great speed, heart and goal

scoring ability in his first season at Laurier

JAMIE NEUGEBAUER

STAFF WRITER

Coming off one of their best fin-

ishes in recent memory last year

- including a regular season that

saw the Hawks tally 132 goals in 28

games, the second-most in all of

Canada - the purple and gold saw

relatively little need for front-end

help.

Chris Di Übaldo was the only

real offensive threat to depart from

a squad who showed themselves

to be as offensively deep as any in

the nation with a great third place

performance at the nationals in

Moncton.

Enter into this mix of veterans

St. Thomas, Ontario's Craig Voakes.

Voakes' scoring prowess was no

mystery to anyone, as he had put

up strong numbers in the Ontario

Hockey League, despite a lack of

size.

Numerous times during the

YEAR, HE USED HIS ABILITY TO BEAT

DEFENDERS ONE-ON-ONE - A SKILL

NOT VERY COMMON IN THE OUA - TO

GET TO THE NET AND SCORE SOME

BREATHTAKING GOALS.

In his last year in the league, he

split his time between Windsor

and Sarnia, scoring just under a

point per gamewith 67 points in 70

matches.

Probably the greatest factor for

Voakes' recruitment to Laurier was

that his older brother, Mark, had

himselfbeen a force for the Golden

Hawks for the previous three years

aswell as leading the scoring in the

previous season.

At the beginning of the year,

Head Coach Kelly Nobes was ex-

cited to see this dynamic offensive

force in the purple and gold -
and

Craig did not disappoint.

In his first pre-season game, a

5-3 Hawks victory over Guelph on

September 20, he scored two goals,

setting the tone for the year.

During the season, Voakes was

a consistent offensive threat and

found himself at or near the top of

the CIS in a number of significant

categories.

He led the league in total goals

with 23, finished eighth in points

with 42, tied for third inpower play

goals with 10, second in game-

winning goals with 5, and led the

league in hat tricks with 3.

"I don't think you can expect that

sort ofproduction from any rookie,"

said Nobes. "He certainly exceeded

our expectations."

These stats and the threat he

posed to opposing teams earned

him both the OUA and recently

announcedCIS Rookie of the Year

awards as well as a place on the CIS

All-Rookie team.

"It definitely is an honour to be

recognized," commented the ever-

humbleVoakes. "I didn't come into

the year with the goal of receiv-

ing these awards.

My brother [Mark

Voakes] and I trained

together this summer

on the ice and I just

worked hard. I guess

it paid off."

Voakes' package

is a formidable one,

with a solid blend of

speed, quickness, vision and work-

ethic. Numerous times during the

year, he used his ability to beat

defenders one-on-one - a skill not

very common in the OUA - to get

to the net and score some breath-

taking goals.

Indeed, the Golden Hawks

are fortunate to have a player of

Voakes' calibre, as not only were his

goals plentiful and beautiful, but

they were as timely as he was, and

it is this ability to produce in tough

situations that makes him such a

special player.

Craig Voakes' selection as the

CIS Rookie ofthe Year is the second

of the varsity athletic season for the

Golden Hawks as Kale Harrison of

the Men's Basketball team captured

the very same prize.

MIKE WHITEHOUSE - LAURIER ATHLETICS

VERSATILE VOAKES - Rookie Craig Voakes showed superior promise in his first season with the Hawks.
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at
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if your degree will get you the job you want?
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or Global Supply Chain Management at where faculty members walk and talk you
/

p| em j n g College /

Fleming College. It's a great way to get a through what really goes on in the career of (_ ° 6 J
taste of what you can really do. your choice.

Peterborough • Haliburton

GET CREDIT FOR YOUR CREDITS: You've GET GOING: In as little as 8 months you could Lindsay ■ Cobourg

got a degree or credits towards a degree so be in business and get the job you want.
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• Sto pp1n sexua as~ 
JOE TURCOTTE 
SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR 

Outside of the times when an attack is report
ed, sexual assault is a problem in communi
ties and on university campuses across the 
country that often goes unmentioned; it is a 
topic that is rarely addressed in open and frank 
discussions. 

However, due to the effects that these as
saults create, they are an issue that impacts 
many. 

Sexual assault is usually thought of in terms 
of forced sex or rape. However, Rod Curran, 
director of Campus Safety & Security, cautions 
that in the Canadian legal system, "sexual as
sault can be anything from unwanted touch
ing to sexual intercourse, for both males and 
females:' 

Curran SfiYS that the Laurier campus has had 
three reported cases of sexual assault in the 
2007-08 academic year. 

However, Karen Ostrander, the manager of 
Health Services, feels that such cases often go 
unreported. 

"One of the barriers to reporting is people's 
emotional distress; they're in a fragile state and 
all they want to do is make sure that they're 
okay, and I think that's the first priority;' says 
Ostrander. 

Due to the health considerations, Ostrander 

encourages people affected by sexual assault to 
present themselves when comfortable. 

"One of the first concerns that you have is 
unintentional pregnancy, so we can certainly 
provide emergency contraception and testing 
for any sexually transmitted infections;' says 
Ostrander. 

The safety of the person who has experienced 
sexual assault is of paramount concern for aid 
workers. But as Curran points out, individuals 
need to take responsibility for ensuring they're 
not putting themselves in compromising situ
ations, which can often occur when excessive 
drinking is involved. 

"When you're intoxicated, you're not making 
the right decisions and sometimes you make 
poor decisions;' says Curran. 

And though alcohol is not the only factor in 
such occurrences, it is the main contributor. 

According to Joan Tuchlinksy, the public ed
ucation coordinator at the Kitchener-Waterloo 
Sexual Assault Support Centre (KWSASC), in 
80-85 percent of sexual assaults "alcohol has 
been involved in some way:' 

KWSASC is the Waterloo Region's source for 
helping women over the age of 16 who have 
been sexually assaulted. Offering free and con
fidential services, KWSASC provides a 24-hour 
crisis help line and emotional counseling sup
port for the woman, as well as her family and 
friends. Group support and access to further 

resources in the community are also offered. 
Recognizing that after a sexual assault the 

person who has been assaulted may feel a loss 
of power, Tuchlinksy says that KWSASC seeks 
to reconcile this loss. 

"Our support comes from an empowerment 
standpoint. We're not there to tell her what to 
do, how to feel;' explains Tuchlinksy. "We're 
there to listen to her, validate what she's go
ing through, validate the feelings that she's 
having:' 

Agreeing with Tuchlinksy, Dr. Helen Ramir
ez, a full-time women's studies professor at 
Laurier, feels that sexual assault should be 
viewed more in terms of power and control 
than in sexual gratification. 

"Sexual assault is not about sex; it's about 
having some sort of control over another hu
man being because you can do it, because 
you don't see them as your equal;' explains 
Ramirez. 

In this sense, sexual assault is not the result 
of an individual or group of deviants. Instead, 
sexual assault is the by-product of_a culture that 
objectifies and devalues women. 

"It's a culture where we don't understand 
[that] our own behaviours- how men think it's 
okay to have 'CEO and Hoe' parties- sets up a 
power hierarchy- and how women participat
ing in that is no good either;' says Ramirez. 

"What's the point in dealing with the individ-

ual male?" she argues, clarifying that while it is 
necessary to punish the individual offenders, it 
is also crucial to investigate the root causes of 
these actions and correct them. 

In order for such a change to occur, Ramirez · 
says that both men and women must recognize 
their role in creating a climate where sexual 
assault is tacitly condoned. For the most part, 
sexual assault is caged in terms of the woman 
and her role in preventing such attacks from 
happening to her. 

However, for Ramirez, men must also be 
brought into the equation in order for a solu
tion to the problem to be created. 

"We need to find a way to talk to men, to 
engage men in conversations. We need to give 
men a space where they can look at masculin" 
ity [in new ways];' says Ramirez, arguing for a 
more engaged community. 

"You don't have to be considered a 'wussy' 
if you tell your buddies that they shouldn't talk 
to women that way, or that they shouldn't talk 
about women that way or that they shouldn't 
think that women are always available for sex;' 
she says. 

One way in which such a place is beginning 
to be created at Laurier is through the work of 
grassroots organizations, such as the Miss G_ 
Project. As a provincial lobby group, the goal 
of the Miss G_ Project is to work with the On
tario government so that tangible changes to 
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Sexual assault is a complicated and troubling problem. The Cord looked 
into the services provided here at the Waterloo campus and to some of 
the people who are exploring ways to stop the violence 

the curriculum will occur, including the addi
tion of a Women & Gender Studies course to all 
Ontario high schools. 

One of the members heavily involved with 
the group is fourth-year Women's Studies stu
dent Bryn Ossington. 

For Ossington, the climate at the Laurier 
campus is one where men are encouraged that 
they "must have sex and go to every length to 
get it:' 

This, says Ossington, contributes to a place 

their ideas, and the one that I think will prevail 
is that everyone deserves the right to feel safe 
on our campus and everyone deserves not to 
feel as though they are prey ;• he continues. 

Included in this group is a group that is often 
overlooked in discussions of sexual assault: the 
queer community. 

"There's no real difference in the way that 
sexual assault takes place; there is a difference 
in the way that it's treated;' explains the senior 
programming coordinator at the Rainbow Cen-

where sexism occurs, and it devalues the at- tre, TJ Naven. 
titudes that people have towards women. As "There are not very many organizations that 
one of the few males involved in the project, 
Ossington finds it important for more men to 
become active in the process. 

"If every man that was adamantly opposed 
to sexual assault spoke out against it, instead of 
just being silent when their friends make sex
ist comments ... if more people were openly 
opposed to that conduct, it would change the 
entire culture of the campus;' says Ossington. 

Recognizing the nuanced nature of such 
comments, Ossington feels that it is important 
to exercise judgment regarding the context in 
which comments are made. 

"It's not a hard-ass line, it's not saying that 
everything we say needs to be censored now;' 
explains Ossington. 

"In fact, what it is saying is that people 
should be talking more freely and discussing 

do recognize same-sex partner violence or sex
ual assault;' he continues. 

The lack of recognition of the LGTBQ com
munity can further the reluctance of people 
who have experienced sexual assault to come 
forward. 

"Personally, I've seen a lot of people only 
come to the Rainbow Centre because they 
didn't feel safe going anywhere else;• explains 
Naven. 

In order to combat this, Naven feels that more 
inclusivity needs to be promoted by encourag
ing "safe and positive spaces, and language:' 

An upcoming conference at Laurier hopes 
to shed light on the many issues surrounding 
sexual assault and to promote changes. The 
Wall of Silence Conference, which takes place 
on May 2-3, will be a two-day symposium that 

will feature the keynote speakers Pamela Cross 
and Jane Doe. 

"At the end of the conference we want to de
velop a national body as a resource for univer
sities and colleges to come to say, 'this is what's 
going on at our campus, how do we change it, 

At Laurier: 

In 

9-571.0121 

this is what's working at other places: It's a very 
strong reference point;' says one of the confer
ence's coordinators, Kaitlyn McQuaid. 

"What we're looking at is how universities 
are a climate for this to occur and how can we 
change that:' 

• 24-h~P'iSIS and Support Line- 519-141-8633 
yt ilrfllil J&:5J9-142-5894orToi/Free 1-811-419-1571 
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Alternative summer job ideas

If you haven't got a job yet, here are some unique employment opportunities to enjoy your summer while making money too

GILLIAN FARBER

STAFF WRITER

It is now spring and naturally stu-

dents' minds turn to the last day of

classes. Once that euphoria is over,

reality sets in.

The old standbys - waitress-

ing, sales clerks, etc. - are always

available, but they seem to run out

quickly, so students should be pre-

pared to think creatively when it

comes to job hunting.

Sometimes it is the unique in-

dustries that provide students with

the necessary knowledge and expe-

rience to begin a career in the real

world.

Suddenly, the thought of mov-

ing back home with your parents

seems less and less appealing.

Fear not! Ski and beach resorts,

cruise ships, airline jobs or even

work overseas are some examples

of cool summer jobs for students

looking to pack their bags and

escape.

International jobs provide a

unique alternative to the suit-

wearing desk jobs many students

endure in the summer months and

are relevant not only to future occu-

pations but also to life in general.

As many of us view our school-

ing as an obligation, summer is the

time to pursue jobs that embrace

your skills, talents and interests

- sometimes indirecdy related to

your course of study.

For example, teaching skydiving

lessons, conducting tours around

Canada or even becoming a youth

counselor at a resort or summer

camp are all wonderful opportuni-

ties for students to make money in

the summer and maybe even enjoy

themselves.

However, enjoying yourself

doesn't always translate into mak-

ing a lotof summer money.Very of-

ten, students need a good summer

job in order to pay for next year's

tuition, books, food and rent. So,

what to do? Think job creativity.

Using your imagination, doing

your research and sometimes just

having a little bit of luck can land

you that summer job to ease the

pain ofyour expenses.

Students are also generally com-

puter-sawy. As our parents would

have sought out newspaper want

ads, we now have the pleasure and

easy accessibility of the Internet.

Simply typing "Summer jobs in

Waterloo" into Google is one way to

begin your search.

Other websites such as www.

workopolis.com, www.jobmonkey.

com and www.coolsummerjobs.

com are also good places to search

for a fun and unconventional but

credible summer job.

If you are really stuck when it

comes to finding a summer job, for

any reason, you can seek out help

in the Career Services department

located at 192 King Street, right be-

side King Street Residence.

Keturah Leonforde, the graduate

and professional program coor-

dinator, explained, "Looking for a

summer job is like looking for any

job; you want to be targeted and the

more work you put into it, the bet-

ter the experience you will get."

In terms of those students who

feel they may not have enough ex-

perience to pursue summer jobs

related to their course of study, Le-

onfordeputs your worries to rest.

"No need to worry," she noted.

"Employees are aware of this and

are looking for motivated people

who are adaptable and ready to

learn."

Living out your own adventure

this summer by doing something

different might be easier than you

think. And who says different can't

be cool?

SYDNEY HELLAND

HERE TO HELP
-

Laurier Career Services is available to students who need help finding a summer job.

Don cuts offher hair for donation

Bailey Gross cut off 11 inches of hair last Thursday for the Angel Hair for Kids

Foundation and raised $700, more than doubling her original $300 goal

LINDA GIVETASH

STAFF WRITER

Last Thursday, Residence Life don

Bailey Gross cut off 11 inches of her

hair to donate to the Angel Hair for

Kids Foundation.

Gross' friends and family gath-

ered in the Waterloo College Hall

fireplace lounge to partake in the

event.

In addition to donating her hair,

Gross also collected monetary do-

nations to give to the foundation.

At the event, before cutting her

hair, Gross proudly announced,

"My initial goal was $300
...

and

we've already surpassed that."

Gross received support and in-

spiration from friends who had

previously made the donation.

"That was the most inspiring

thing," explained Gross. "That other

people had done it."

When the scissors came out, a

very emotional Gross had to say

goodbye to her long locks. As her

two ponytails were cut off, Gross

was surrounded by cheers. She

sported a big smilewhen she finally

showed off her new, much shorter

'do.

Angel Hair for Kids is a not-for-

profit organization that provides

wigs, free of charge, to underpriv-

ileged children suffering from

chronic diseases that result in hair

loss.

"It was totallyworth it. I

WOULD DO IT EVERY DAY IF I COULD."

- Bailey Gross, Residence Life Don

It has been an active branch of A

Child's Voice Foundation for four

years.

When the foundation was con-

tacted, Director of Marketing and

Program Development Nicole

Sykes said, "We are the only organ-

ization of our kind in Canada."

To produce one wig, the founda-

tion budgets $800, and requires 10

to 12 donations ofhair.

Hair that is donatedcannot have

been chemically treated and must

meet the minimum length of 10

inches.

"We get hair mostly on a daily

basis," said Sykes. "We appreciate

every donationwe get."

Once the event was over, Gross

reflected on the ex-

perience, at first at

a loss for words.

Teary-eyed

again, Gross then

said, "It was totally

worth it. I would

do it every day if I

could."

Gross was able to send in her hair

with a total of $700 she collected to

Angel Hair for Kids.

If you have been inspired to hold

an event to raise funds and donate

hair to Angel Hair for Kids, you can

contact them at 1-888-837-3354

or visit their website, www.

achildsvoicefoundation.com.

SYDNEY HELLAND

ALL GONE - Gross shows off the braids that she had cut off for charity.
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A day in the life of
...

a Special Constable

The Cord takes a look at an average day for a Laurier Special Constable on

duty and finds out some of the perks and disadvantages of the position

ASHLEY JANG

STUDENT LIFE EDITOR

Of all the groups of people that

work on campus to help students

out, there is only one group that

is available at all times of the day.

Laurier Special Constable Services

are accessible 24 hours a day, seven

days a week, to meet all of our se-

curity needs.

Peter Jorg is one of the supervi-

sors of the department and has, like

many of the other constables, a lot

of experience in the field.

"I started with the OPP, actually,

so I spent a number of years with

them, and then I came over here

about 19 years ago," he said.

Jorg decided to come to work at

Laurier for a change of scenery. He

finds that the most significant dif-

ference between the OPP and Lau-

rier Special Constable Services is

the security aim: "We're not armed,

andwhile enforcement is part of it,

that's not the emphasis here; pre-

ventionis the emphasis here."

Jorg and his coworkers - eight

other special constables, four su-

pervisors, one operations man-

ager, one director and 16 student

dispatchers - are responsible for

ensuring safety on campus at all

times.

"Theuniversity is divvied up into

two neighbourhoods and each of-

ficer has a responsibility for one of

those neighbourhoods," said Jorg.

While each officer is designated to

a neighbourhood, they are able to

cross into the other's territory if as-

sistance is needed.

"There is communication be-

tween each officer as to what is

happening in their neighbour-

hoods so the next person coming

on shift is aware of anything out of

the ordinary that is taking place," he

added.

The officers on campus keep a

close relationship with Waterloo

Regional Police through regular

contact. In addition, they are mem-

bers of Neighbourhood Watch and

have officers that are trained invio-

lent crisis intervention.

What's the best part of the job?

"Interacting with students, prob-

ably," said Jorg.

On the other hand, dealing with

intoxicated students is not as much

fun. "It may not necessarily be

an intoxicated person, it may be

something they did because they're

intoxicated," explained Jorg, giving

students thebenefit of the doubt.

"A lot of the problem things

we deal with on those nights are

alcohol-related."

Most of the problems that Lau-

rier special constable services deal

with are minor crimes like broken

windows and disturbances caused

by noise.

For crimes like these, they often

turn to the Judicial Affairs Council

for help, which is a group of stu-

dents who meet as a collective and

decide the consequences for minor

crimes that occur on campus.

"Alternative to laying a criminal

charge, we can go through the Ju-

dicial Affairs Council for discipline,

and that can range anywhere from

disciplinary probation to writing

essays, making people take alcohol

counseling or anger management,"

said Jorg.

According to Jorg, if the crime

that occurred - or the people in-

volved
- pose any threat to Laurier

officers or to otherstudents, Water-

loo Regional Police is immediately

involved.

"If there's an officer safety issue

or if there's a situation where our

numbers just aren't large enough

to handle it and there is some kind

of disturbance, we call theregional

police," explained Jorg.

If you are ever in need of assis-

tance from Laurierofficers, visit the

dispatch centre in the dining hall,

the main office located at 232 King

Street, or dial extension 3333 from

the main Laurier line.

GREG MCKENZIE

ON DUTY - Jorg cruises in a security vehicle to ensure campus safety.

Laptop use in WLU classrooms

With their immense popularity on campus, we take a look at the pros and cons of laptops and what students think overall

MICHELLE CALDARONI

STAFF WRITER

Some university students would

agree that laptops have become

an integral part of the university

learning experience, while others

would shake their head at such a

statement.

A simple glance around a lecture

hall is evidence enough that lap-

tops havebecome commonplace in

the university landscape. However,

the old-fashionedmethod of hand-

written notes has not yet become

extinct.

In the pro-laptop camp, WLU'ers

state three main reasons for the

proliferation of the computers in

the classroom, on campus and in

student houses around the city.

Taking Notes

This defense has become popular,

as many students feel thar organ-

izing their notes is easier and faster

with a laptop. In addition, some

students may use built-in micro-

phones for recording their lectures

in order to go over them again at a

later time. Notes that are typed on

the computer during lecture can

also be easily shared by students.

Accessibility

Laptops make note-taking easier

for students with disabilities, who

otherwise wouldnot be able to take

notes the traditionalway.

In cases where students can-

not use a laptop due to accessibil-

ity issues, other students can use

computers during lectures to pass

on their notes as volunteer note-

takers.

EntertainmentValue

There will come a time in all uni-

versity students' lives when, dur-

ing a lecture, their mind inevitably

wanders to other things, their eye-

lids begin to close and the lecture

becomes unbearably long. Laptops

are a good solution to this problem,

as a ten-minute game of Tetris or

Solitaire may be all they needto get

back on track.

On the con side of the argument,

other WLU'ers will counter with

their own three points as to why

laptops are not their first choice for

note-taking, or anything else.

Distraction

The number one reason that stu-

dents complain of laptop use dur-

ing lectures is the distraction for

others around the user.

Blinking games, full-length mov-

ies, MSN Messenger and constant

movement on the screen are the

issues cited as being the most dis-

tracting for students sitting behind

the laptop.

This can be extremely frustrating

for those in the vicinity of the com-

puter, who cannot stop looking at

the screen while trying to pay atten-

tion to the lecture.

Noise

While most people find the de-

cency to mute their laptops before

class, the inevitable Windows tune

that plays at the start-up on unmut-

ed laptops may grind the gears of

some in the classroom.

More commonly, though, the

tapping of keys may be the more

annoying noise as the classroom

rings with the sound of rain on a tin

roof.

Inconvenience

The weight of carrying a comput-

er around all day is a turn-off for

some, as is the battery life of the

laptop. As there are very few plugs

available for power cords in lecture

halls, students on the con side of

the argument may forgo the note-

book computers for the more trad-

itional pen andpaper.

While both sides have valid points

in their respective arguments for

or against laptop use on campus,

it cannot be denied that laptops

do come in handy for a variety of

reasons.

Whether it's the ability to carry a

year's worth of notes around cam-

pus, the ability to simply check

facts or definitions during a lecture,

or to pass time in the gaps
between

classes, laptops are undeniably a

great resource forall university stu-

dents -
whenused appropriately, of

course!

Now the question remains
...

Mac or PC?

SYDNEY HELLAND

A USEFUL TOOL?
- Laptops can be very useful for taking quick notes in class, but they're very distracting.
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Strike must end
The CAS strike is now entering its second week, and for students things are

looking pretty grim.

The Canadian Association of University Teachers presented a million-

dollar cheque to WLUFA as part ofthe strike pay fund. Administrationhas

extended the drop deadline for classes affected by the strike to after the

semester ends. Negotiations have yet to resume between the two parties.

Without question, we can see signs of a long strike.

As students, we needto wake up and realize that this isn't an "extended

snow day." It's time to take control of matters to make sure thatwe don't

get short-changed because of the strike.

Both sides of the negotiations need to get back to the negotiating table.

Yes, WLUFA is serious about striking - we get it, now go negotiate seri-

ously. Likewise, we understand that administration is willing to resume

talks at any point.

However, unless they're willing to seriously negotiate -
and VP: Aca-

demic Sue Horton's comment that both sides "are going to have to give

something up" sounds like they are - there's no point inreturning to talks.

Still, Dr. Blouw refused students' requests for a meeting to provide

them with answers to their questions abouthow the strike will affect their

academics.

Instead, a "virtual forum" for answering questions has been sug-

gested. A virtual way of answering questions is a poor and, quite frankly,

unacceptable alternative.

What would essentially become a list of "frequently asked questions"

online is no substitute for an opportunity for students to have their ques-

tions asked, and an insult to the group of students who spoke to Horton

about their concerns.

The fact that this request was made by a groupof average students begs

the question: where the hell is the Students' Union in the matter?

All kinds of protests, postering campaigns and even a discussion with

Hortonwere organized by these students.

WLUSU - our student representatives - should have been putting pres-

sure on both sides to prevent striking before it actually happened, yet a

week after the strike, Dan Allison has only met with administration once

and scheduled an appointment withWLUFA.

His comment that this strike is "ridiculous, from both sides" indicates

his understanding of the severity of the issue, but the Students' Union

needs to utilize the respect that theirname garners and severely ramp up

theirpressure to get a deal done.

Students must begin to send the message that, despite the early and

loudsupport CAS and WLUFA experienced, we will not put up with being

used as leverage. Don't misconstrue thatsupport as permission to stay out

forever. Ifadmin says they're willing to talk, why not at least have a meeting

to see if they're willing to make real concessions?

As for students, while meetings, sit-ins and letter-writing campaigns can

take place at a campus level, it's time to make more noise.

If this strike and the student response to it can attract national media

attention, a great deal of pressure will exist for a settlement to occur.

At a provincial level, it just so happens that the Minister of Training,

Colleges and Universities is John Milloy - the MPP for Kitchener Centre.

Perhaps a protest at his constituency office would garner attention.

Laurier is a university that heavily depends on its cooperative, commu-

nity image. This strike marks a turning point for what was once a PR boon

as students are beginning to find reasons to leave the "Go Laurier!" cheer-

leading mentality behind.

Unfortunately, the last strike to take place at Laurier (in which mem-

bers of the staff association were on strike) lasted two months. The school

doesn'thave a great track record for resolving strikes quickly.

With only a week and a half of class remaining, there's still time for stu-

dents to make it clear to everyone involved in the negotiations thatwe will

not tolerate being used as pawns, and there's still time for WLUSU to pick

up its game. We have as much to lose as anyone
else during this strike, so

it's time we realize that sitting idly by is not an option.

These unsigned editorials were agreed upon by at least two-thirds ofThe

Cord's editorial boardand do not necessarily reflect the views o/The Cord's

volunteers, staff or WLUSP.
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Opinion

Entertainment big time

Dave Shore ponders whether or not K-W has finally made it on the map

DAVE SHORE

FEATURES EDITOR

When I heard last month that the

legendary Sir Elton John would be

gracing the stage of the Kitchener

Auditorium, I nearly fell off my

chair. Not because I'm a particu-

larly big Rocket Man fan, but sim-

ply because I was so surprised that

such a big-name act would come

to Kitchener.

And then, as if one world-class

concertwasn'tenough, announce-

ments offamous performers com-

ing to Kitchener continuedto flow

in. First, famed folk singer Gordon

Lightfoot has announced he will

play the Centre in the Square in

May, and then came the news that

Canadian icon Leonard Cohen

will be dropping by K-W in early

June.

Maybe I just haven't lived in the

area long enough, but when did

Kitchener-Waterloo become such

a musical epicentre?

Now, don't get me wrong, I've

been thoroughly impressed by

the amount of culture Laurier's

surrounding twin city has to of-

fer. Kitchener-Waterloo sports

a symphony, an opera, multiple

theatres, an impressive art gallery

and a children's museum. And

that's not to mention the Princess

Cinemas, without question my fa-

vourite place in the whole city.

K-W has always been a great

place for culture and the celebra-

tion of the arts. After all, with two

universities, a highly educated

public and some of the most inno-

vative businesses in the world, it's

no wonder that the city we live in

has a robust cultural scene.

However, the first half of 2008

stands out as a high point in K-

W's artistic history. Having three

colossal musical acts come to

town in such close succession is

something that, to my knowledge

at least, hasn't happened in a very

long time.

What is even more exciting,

though, is the sheer unexpected-

ness of both the John and Cohen

shows. Sir Elton came to Kitch-

ener seemingly on awhim, having

never been here before. An article

in The Record reported that John

enjoys playing in cities he's never

visited before.

Cohen, it seemed, might not

have ever toured again. He is

coming out of his stay in a Zen

Buddhist settlement to earn some

money after his long-time money

manager lost a great deal of his

savings. He chose Kitchener as

one of the destinations for his

comeback tour.

All of these events happening

in a five-month span prompts the

question: Is K-W finally getting on

the map?

There's certainly some other ev-

idence to support the idea. Late in

'07, sports pages around the con-

tinent were filled with speculation

that an NHL team might come to

Kitchener. And just this past sum-

mer, Waterloo earned the title of

the world's most intelligent city.
With the internationalattention

K-W has been receiving, it does

seem hopeful that the city's gain-

ing some prominence.

It's something that I really want

to believe, but I don'tentirely. The

reason is that, despite having a

large number of big events taking

place either recently or very soon,

none of them are relatively new

acts.

Cohen, John and Lightfoot are

all big acts of the '60s, '70s and

'80s. Today, they resonate with

a more mature crowd, being de-

cades past their prime.

There's nothing wrongwith this;

it's still extremely exciting that

these people have decided to play

inKitchener. But where are the big

names of our generation? When

will U2 come to Kitchener? What

about Kanye?

Radiohead, for example, is

coming to Canada this summer.

They'll be playing inMontreal and

Toronto - but despite being with-

in an hour's drive, they won't be

making the trip to K-W.

Rather thanKitchener-Waterloo

becoming a place where things are

happening, it is becoming a place

where people that have already

happened can come to make a

buck.

It's definitely not the worst of

situations. But in a city on the

frontline of innovation in busi-

ness and academics, it would be

delightful to see that recognized

by the arts.

Still, seeing people with such

international reputations decid-

ing to play in K-W is a great first

step. With any luck, we just may

see this culturally rich city finally

get therecognition, and entertain-

ment, it deserves.
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Big Give pushes misguided charity

MICHAEL KOCHEFF

THE EVERYMAN

On March 2, Oprah's Big Give had

its CTV debut. The show, accord-

ing to CTV drewan audienceof 1.7

million Canadians. Although other

shows like Dexter and CTV News

boasted similar Canadian num-

bers, no one could beat Oprah.

At the beginning of the first epi-

sode, ten competitors were each

given an envelope. The envelope, as

the ABC website details, contained

the picture andname ofa complete

stranger in need.

Each contestant, over the course

of the following five days, had to

raise money for that individual and

devise an innovative way to give

them the money raised.

At the end of each episode, the

contestants come before a panel of

judges. Included on this panel are

world-renowned chef Jamie Oliver,

football star Tony Gonzalez and

Malaak-Compton Rock.

These judges are charged with

the task of eliminating one contes-

tant at the end of each show. The

judging criteria are "leadership,

accomplishments, creativity and

presentation."

Of course, no reality TV show

would be complete without a heavy

dose of corporate America. Target,

Ford, The Hilton Family of Hotels

and Sprint are all listed on the ABC

website as partners with contes-

tants "in their acts of goodwill."

Oprah, in one final twist, will be

awarding the last contestant re-

maining a $1 million prize.

As the ratings suggest, a lot of

people find Oprah's Big Give inspir-

ing. For them, the idea of "competi-

tive compassion" as The Winnipeg

Free Press calls it, stands in stark

contrast to what members of soci-

ety usually pursue.

The whole idea of "competitive

compassion" is a little troubling,

however.

Charity, as the old adage goes,

is its own reward. On Oprah's Big

Give, this is not the case. Instead,

each episode is about gain and per-

sonalaggrandizement.

The first component of any "Big

Give" is someone less fortunate.

Then, with an international au-

dience, a group of ten individuals

seek to please the judges. The focus

at judgement time is on the quality

of their actions.

Contestants, of course, desire to

advance. Advancing is an assur-

ance of the fact that you are just a

little bit more driven for the cause

of the poor than the person who

was eliminated.

The eliminated person may have

had a heart overflowing with love

for the poor, but it wasn't enough

for the judges. Their charitable act

just wasn't up to the standards.

That doesn't leave much for so-

ciety to emulate. All it does is bring

competitiveness to the realm of

charity. We begin to ask how much

did he give, in what fashion did he

give it and how excited were the

recipients?

The sense of duty all but disap-

pears, and what we are left with is a

formula for rating acts of kindness.

Perhaps several "scales of charity"

will emerge to compete with the

one Oprah's Big Give has invented.

Some hope that Oprah's Big Give

will provoke a wave of charity. Not

likely: the show attacks the very

spirit and baseof charity.

That is why, like so many other

shows of its kind, Oprah's Big Give

has wealthy corporate sponsors.

They are involved because they

understand what it can do for their

image. Make no mistake, corpora-

tions see the connection between

charitable work and profit. This is

not the faultof the corporate world,

but the society from which its man-

agers and employers are drawn.

Oprah's Big Give glorifies those

who give and the response they

receive from the poor. Char-

ity under such circumstances is

unsustainable.

Sustainable giving happens

when individuals perceive what is

right and do it. Not because they

have been offered cash, fame or

any other inducements. This may

seem too pure or snooty even. If

you find this to be the case, you can

still catch the remaining episodes

of Oprah's Big Give.

letters@cordweekly. com
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Embarrassed CAS

member

As an undergraduate student at

Trent University, I felt the anxiety

of a faculty strike, wondering how

this would affect my courses and

myfuture. It seemed odd to me that

of all the PhDs walking the line, no

one could work out a solution that

was better thanthis.

Now here I am, a faculty myself

on the line (well, not really - I re-

fuse to do so, but technically my

union is on strike). Strangely, I am

still wondering how all these PhDs

can't work out a better solution

than this. Only one party loses in

the end of this strike
-

and we all

knowwho they are.

Unions (and strikes) were origi-

nally developed to protect rela-

tively unskilled labourers from the

exploitation of their employers.

Unionizing "sweat shop" employ-

ees was a way to protect them. They

have come too far. Now, unions are

very large and powerful political

creatures who present adversarial

negotiation tactics from the start -

and have a vested interest instrikes

(as they justify a union's existence).

Make no mistake, senior union

leaders are paid well (usually sub-

stantially more than the workers

they represent) - and generally do

not lose any wages during a strike.

But what do I know? I am an un-

skilled labourer with four degrees,

who is exploited by my rich em-

ployer - I don't think so.

So, I have vowed to my students

that I wouldn't give them the same

anxiety I felt as an undergrad dur-

ing a faculty strike. I will keep

teaching. I don't want students to

be the ones who suffer in a ridicu-

lous chess match between political

parties. I find it hard to believe that

union leaders are better at talking

with my administrators than the

many skilled faculty members we

have on campus. Perhaps with a

different approach and a familiar

face, we might not have come this

far. My apologies to my students - I

am embarrassed that we as faculty

have not thought ofabetter solution

to this than by marching around a

garbage bin witha megaphone.

- Dr. Sean Cameron

CAS Member

Fair chance for fair

trade

This semester I tookthe opportunity

to learn aboutFair Trade foods and

products and would like to share a

bit about what I learnedin hopes of

promoting sales in and around our

school community. By buying Fair

Trade, we create opportunities for

economically disadvantaged peo-

ple, help themearn a fair wage, help

the producers gain independence

by empowering them to organize

and run their small businesses as

well as promote gender equality,

because no matter who you are,

you will receive a fair wage.

I visited a couple of stores that

cater to selling Fair Trade products

in the Kitchener-Waterloo area.

I highly recommend visiting Ten

Thousand Villages. I initially went

there to find out more information

on Fair Trade and IFAT. The staff

was friendly and very knowledge-

able. Conversely, trying to contact

Loblaws Canada, to inquire as to

why all their grocery stores would

not carry even Fair Trade coffee

was a frustrating trial. I was sent an

email informing me that I would

not be granted even a phone in-

terview so I took my inquiries else-

where. Going to the retail level, I

went to ValuMart in the Waterloo

Town Square. The manager told

me because their store caters to a

higher end clientele they sold Fair

Trade Coffee and Tea. They knew

people could purchase it..She told

me that grocers closer to the uni-

versities would be less inclined to

carry products because they would

not sell and could use the valu-

able shelf space
for something that

would be more marketable.

This to me is a very problematic

explanation because, as I am sure

you have all seen, Laurier has Fair

Trade and organics selling in the

Concourse. The demand is there;

we just have to put more pres-

sure on our local grocery chains to

shelve products regardless of the

demographic. After all, it comes

down to helping people in third

world countries. The more expo-

sure they receive, the more sales

they generate and with their prod-

ucts in all the large grocery stores,

it will help more disadvantaged

people than ever before.

- Dominique Colucci

Support the CAS

I write this with the presumption

that Vie Cord has been flooded

with dozens of e-mails from stu-

dents complaining how their "edu-

cation is held hostage" and how

they are "the victims" of a power

struggle between the CAS and the

administration.I'm sure there were

some letters among that number

whose language is paramount to

hate speech. That is a very paro-

chial vision over an eventwhich the

CAS Student Solidarity Group has

been trying to warn and prevent for

some time.

While some in the student body

can bemoanthe CAS strike due to a

possibility of lost money and cred-

its, they fail to see the bigger impli-

cations that the CAS are fighting

for. This is not just a struggle over

which way a pitiful (less thana mil-

lion dollar) sum will be shuffled or

who gets to teachwhat course - it is

a struggle over the livelihoods and

careers of 365 people who wish to

be treated like respectable academ-

ics. With that trivial amount, many

of them can pay for their research

and get some time to publish arti-

cles in order to move up into being

full-timers. They could also use it

to pay for their families' education

and save for retirement that is not

offered to the CAS profs. Further,

they're fighting for the respectabili-

ty ofLaurier as an academic institu-

tion in order to put it at a competi-

tive level of other universities in the

area -
which in turn affects what

sorts ofeducators Laurier would at-

tract and how valuable our educa-

tion and degrees will be. Despite all

this, the administration refused to

bargain with them and drove them

into this desperate act even when

a route for compromise has clearly

been laid out ofWLUFA's website.

For this, they need our support

in this time of crisis. Join the picket

lines, bring them coffee, wear the

yellow pin, say a kind word - we're

fighting for something greater than

ourselves in this and 1 am proud to

say that I stood on the picket lines

with some of the greatest people in

Ontario.

- Anatolijs Venovcevs

Vote no to WLUSU

in GSA referendum

The referendum on March 31 is a

vote to subsume the GSA (Gradu-

ate Student Association), a body

elected by graduate students, under

WLUSU (WLU Students' Union),

a body elected by undergraduate

students. WLUSU will appoint a

student to represent the graduate

student body. WLUSU represents

14,000 undergrads; the GSA rep-

resents a mere 700 graduate stu-

dents. How can grads retain a voice

under these proposed structural

changes?

The GSA currently has a fund set

aside that will allow it to purchase

space exclusively for grad students

when the opportunity arises. Ac-

cording to the Memo of Under-

standing between WLUSU and the

GSA (www.wlugsa.ca/content/

documents/Link/memo.pdf), if we

become part of WLUSU, the GSA

will relinquish any
future prospect

of an exclusive social space for grad

students. Note that the Grad Pub

will become open to undergradu-

ate students.

The 'Yes' campaign says that sig-

nificant savings on health care are

guaranteed. However, the Memo of

Understanding states merely that

our Health Planwillbe re-evaluated

"as previously planned." During the

process of re-evaluation, there is a

possibility that we will save money

on our health plan without being

part of WLUSU. Also, our current

student fees will not significantly

decrease if we become part of

WLUSU. Counter to what the 'Yes'

campaign will tell you, the $7.00 fee

per term that we pay the CFS (Ca-

nadian Federationof Students) will

still be owed to the union.

If we examine the Memo of Un-

derstanding between WLUSU and

the GSA, we see that there are few,

if any, real benefits for being sub-

sumed by WLUSU.

The 'Yes' side will tell you that

grads will gain access to signifi-

cant undergrad jobs and clubs. Is

it worth giving up our autonomy

in return for the ability to compete

with undergrads for minimum-

wage jobs and access to undergrad-

focused clubs?

Over ten years ago, grad students

struggled to create the GSA as an in-

dependent and elected body which

was not at thewhim ofWLUSU.

Retain graduate student

autonomy.

On March 31, Vote "NO" against

joining WLUSU!

For more information, email

gsavoteno@gmail.com.

- Michelle Zurbrigg

For the NO campaign
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Kosovo's independence

wrongly attained

GREG SACKS
SACKSUAL HEALING

Patriotism is a fairly widespread, if

not universal, aspect of the human

condition.

It is the source of a number of

positive experiences for us, from

cheering on the national team to

uniting individuals who live hun-

dreds of miles apart. Like most

things, though, when taken to

the extreme, patriotism can be

dangerous.

For example, particularly

throughout the early twentieth

century, the concept of national-

ism was used to justify all manner

of destruction. The instinct of a na-

tion to want to control its own fate

is a natural one, but we've learned

the hard way that such impulses

must be curbed.

That's why, when the Canadian

government decided last week to

recognize Kosovo's secession from

Serbia, I was a little perturbed.

I understand exactly why the

people of Kosovo want to be inde-

pendent. They have suffered greatly

at the hands of the government in

Belgrade, particularly under the

reign of SlobodanMilosevic.

They have spent the last two de-

cades watching other parts of Yu-

goslavia break away and become

states in their own right. As I said

before, the desire for self-determi-

nation is a natural one, and no one

is blaming Kosovars for feeling this

way.

By the same token, Serbia's claim

to the province is a fairly weak one.

Kosovo already operates fairly in-

dependently, so the argument that

it needs the support of a larger na-

tion is not one that holds a great

deal ofwater.

The province's cultural signifi-

cance - many Serbs think of it as

the birthplace of their nation - gets

more sympathy from me, but sen-

timent alone is a poor justification

for political policies that will affect

people's lives.

So at first glance, one might as-

sume that I'd be fine with Prime

Minister Harper's decision. In-

stead, I findmyself in the company

of countries like China and Rus-

sia - not my usual bedfellows of

opinion.

The most obvious problem with

Canada's position has to do with

Quebec.

Fortunately, the separatist move-

ment therehas pretty much Heath-

Ledgered itself, but even if that

wasn't the case, I question just how

similar the two situations are.

Quebec has not been subject

to ethnic violence, and the differ-

ences between English and French

Canada, while marked, do not run

nearly as deep.

The bigger problem that I have

with recognizing Kosovo is that

it genuinely is a breach of a very

well-documented and respected

section of international law. The

right to unilateral secession - and

for the record, by definition seces-

sion is always unilateral - is only

afforded colonies and other seized

territories.

In other cases, negotiations must

be heldwith the parent government

and what takes place is not seces-

sion, but a devolutionof power.

One of the key purposes of inter-

national law is to protect nation-

states' territorial integrity. Recog-

nizing Kosovo is a clear violationof

this principle and sets a precedent

for countless other independence

movements across the world.

What's our plan if the Catalans

and Basques in Spain, or the Kurds

in Turkey get wise and declare

themselves independent? Canada

wouldfind itself, along with anyone

else who has recognized Kosovo, in

a pretty tricky spot.

I must admit that I'm also frus-

trated by the decision from a po-

litical standpoint. I'm not an enor-

mous fan of Stephen Harper or the

Conservatives, but neither am I

theirbiggest detractor.

It seems to me that Harper had

a golden opportunity to debunk a

common accusation and set him-

selfapart from George W. Bush and

theUnited States on a symbolically

important issue that neverthe-

less has little actual bearing on the

homefront.

Instead, Harper appears to have

yielded to his inner convictions on

this one, an annoyingly common

feature ofhis tenure thus far.

But I digress. Really, what is most

important is that Canada maintain

a foreign policy that is consistent

and relevant to the realities of the

global situation.

The fact is that modern telecom-

munications technology has made

the networking involved with an

independence movement far sim-

pler to achieve, and over the next

century, we may see a rash of such

organizations form.

Canada and the rest of the world

needs to remain strong on this

point; until and unless we com-

pletely scrap the nation-state sys-

tem, borders have to be respected

and protected from threats both

external and internal.

A better alternative would have

been to put pressure on Belgrade

to enter into bilateral talks with

Kosovo's government to arrange a

mutually acceptable resolution.

This would not only have been

in line with the law, but would also

have provided an example of mea-

sured diplomacy trumping thekind

of bold, impulsive moves that can

often lead to violence.

At the end of the day, my prob-

lem is not with Kosovo being inde-

pendent, but with its method for

getting there.

I really do wish them great suc-

cess -1 just hope that their decision

hasn't put the rest of theworld in a

situation that will make maintain-

ing order a tougher task than it al-

ready is.
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UPSET - Kosovo's independence sparked civil unrest in Serbia.
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Strike reveals problems with WLU

ALLIE MAXTED

RESIDENT CYNIC

I was among about 60 students

who, on day two of the strike, took

it upon themselves to march up to

VP: Academic Sue Horton's office

and demand some answers.

From the discussion I heard

there, I began to realize that the

problems we are facing go far be-

yond what just a new contract -

even a pretty good one - can fix.

One of the concerns a student

identified was the labelling of the

CAS. In the classroom, both Horton

and the students agreed that CAS

should be called professors. In fact,

only recently with talk of a strike

did some students begin to realize

which of their profs are part-time

and which are full-time.The job as

it appears to students is virtually

the same.

Officially, though, the CAS are

referred to as instructors, and with

good reason. Instruction is, after

all, all they were hired to do.

This conflictbetween how we the

students and the administration

see CAS professors is indicative of

the real problem we have on our

hands.

The basis of the problem is that,

while there are some who perform

only teaching duties by choice, the

majority of CAS are forced into the

position due to a lack of tenure-

track alternatives.

At Laurier, the collective bargain-

ing agreement of the full-time pro-

fessors means thatup to 33 percent

of courses may be taught by CAS.

The ratio is even higher in depart-

ments like anthropology, philoso-

phy and communicationstudies.

This number is growing - part

of a trend across North America
-

mainly due to the cost-effective na-

ture of hiring more CAS.

Proponents of the move cite the

lower costs, as well as an increased

focus on teaching over research, as

benefits of the trend. Rather than

the 40 percent teaching - 40 per-

cent research - 20 percent commu-

nity service split for which full-time

professors at Laurier are respon-

sible, the CAS, it is argued, have the

unique ability to focus 100 percent

on teaching.

This is how the contracts and

administration see it, but anyone

who is a student or academic these

days knows otherwise. The major-

ity of CAS, after nearly ten years of

paying for schooling, take the job

as a stepping stone to tenure-track

positions.

Full-time tenure-track positions

hire mainly based on the research

achievementsof the applicant, and

so most CAS are under pressure

to conduct research anyway, for

which they receive no funding from

the university.

Students suffer from this arrange-

ment in many ways. Anyone who

has wanted to meet their CAS pro-

fessor outside of class time knows

how hard it is without office space,

and when the prof is away working

two or three other jobs.

The lack of funding for research

means CAS professors have trouble

keeping on top of their field, and

we in the classroom fail to benefit

from up-to-date research.

Fewer full-timeprofessors means

fewer official research projects for

which Laurier gains a reputation,

and on which students might have

the chance to work with professors.

Unlike with full-time profs, re-

lationships built with CAS profes-

sors are cut off when they choose

to leave or are not hired back the

following term. This is detrimental

to the development of students,

and reduces our chances of getting

good reference letters for graduate

or professional schools.

Fear of the repercussions com-

ing with low job security means

academic freedom is limited for

CAS, which is why the concept of

tenure was first introduced. A large

enough proportion of CAS could

mean the whole nature of a univer-

sity would change, arguably for the

worse.

All of these issues are the most

fundamental that Laurier could

dealwith. It is, after all, a university.

But Sue Horton refers to her job as

a balancing act between competing

issues and stakeholders.

This is a fair interpretation, but

it is obvious to me that research

and teaching quality have not been

given nearly enough weight on the

scale. If theyhad been, there would

be no way the ratio offull-timepro-

fessors would be going down.

CAS across the country have re-

cently been involved in labour dis-

putes similar to the one at Laurier.

Higher pay and seniority are the

demands, in order to increase job

security and the ability to stay on

top of their fieldswith research.

This looks like an attempt to turn

theCAS job intosomething it is not.

For this, I understand why the ad-

ministration may have called the

demands"unfair"

But the real issue here is more

than just a fair deal for "instruc-

tors;" it is a need for the recogni-

tionthat these "instructors" are not

instructors at all.

The CAS are highly educated

academics who conduct research

to benefit the students and the

community at large, and pass that

expertise and passion on through

their teaching.

The CAS are professors, and the

sooner the administration comes

to realize that, the sooner Laurier

can become a leader in research

and teaching across the country.

letters@cordweekly. com

SYDNEY HELLAND

PROTESTING - Students march in support of Contract Academic Staff.
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Blueprint hiring!

Blueprint magazine is currently accepting applications to join our 2008-2009 team.

As a wholly student-produced cultural magazine, next year's Blueprint will strive to

allow students a platform for a wide range
of artistic and personal expression both in

print and online. The team will consist of an editor in chiefworking closely with

the following six core individuals:

- Four Sectional Editors (Global - Local -Trends -Literary)

- One Online/Visual Media Production Manager

- One Physical Production Manager

For more information or to pick up an application,

please visit the WLUSP office in the basement of iWIUioV
Mac House or contact next year s editor in chief at V— nub^tion

eic@blueprintmagazine.ca

* - H - ■
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engineering, consider a full- or part-time career in the Canadian Forces.

You'll have opportunities that few people have the chance to experience.
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We can offer you:

• Training and education programs throughout your career

• A competitive salary

• Opportunities to work close to home and abroad

% -t • A stimulating work environment
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To find out more, visit our Website or your local Canadian Forces recruiting centre.
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Wilfrid L a uri er University

Introducing our new Masters Programs

Our new Research-based Masters Programs are designed to develop experts in special fields iBSiV wSiil
with both theoretical and practical understanding of the complex problems of today's business.

*

The Master of Finance degree program is targeted at students who want to pursue Finance

careers in the Financial Services sector that demand both extensive finance knowledge as well

as excellent quantitative research skills.

The MSc in Supply Chain Management is ideally suited for students interested in career

requiring in-depth understanding of logistics and supply chain systems. Employers include

retailers, supply chain consulting firms, manufacturers, and firms that provide support services

for supply chain operations.

• MSc: Organizational Behaviour/ Human Resource Management
The MSc in Organizational Behaviour and Human Resource Management is primarily targeted

at students with the ultimate goal of a career that demands knowledge of organizational practices

as well as excellent research skills.

These are exclusive programs, limited to a select number of high quality students. For more information contact us at: (519) 884-0710 ext 2745

or visit: www,wlu.ca/sbe/mastersprograms

Application Deadline: April 30
th

,
2008

LAURIER
Business & Economics

DID YOU HAVE YOUR GRAD PHOTO

taken? if so you get a

\FREEyeardookand

CLASS cgmpgsite!
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EDITING SERVICES

MA alumni with 5 years experience ed-

iting can help you improve your term

papers. Call for rates 519-208-7138.

RETAIL SALES PERSON, SHOES 22

You will provide exceptional customer

service in a fast, friendly environment.

Experience in clothing/footwear/ or re-

latedproducts is an asset. The ability to

sell verses serve a customer is critical.

Succesful applicants must be able to

work days/evenings/weekend. Please

drop off a resume in person to Shoes

22, 133 Weber St. N Waterloo location

Bridgeport and Weber 519-746-4983.

LUi'i
dbtk us out online

everything you'll find

in The Cord... and more!

JtIORD
■■-turn- a mm , ■

WEEKLY
■COM

5 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT USED BOOKS

5 bedroom/2bath/2kitchen house For CFUW Book Sale, April 18-19atFirst

for rent; new kitchen; hardwood; United Church, Waterloo. Bring dona-

clean; walk to both universities. Call tions to church (back door) April 16 and

905-398-4909 for appt.; $2300/month April 17. Information 519-740-5249. No

including utilities. textbooks, please!

SUMMER RENTAL 1 BDRM
M ! ■

1 bedroomavailableover summer in a 2

bedroomapt. Share with a quiet female

+ cat; looking for female housemate. 2
CIVTP ,~,,

min walk to campus. Bathroom/kitch-
ENRICH YOURLIFE

en/living room, 1 parking spot.
°f a sPecia' child. Please

$400/month from May - August. Call helP volunteer for our inhome pro-

519-342-1723 to arrange a viewing. gramme. To help our autistic 8 year old

son. Call Georgina 519 741 8003.

Teach Englishll Summer Jobs
Overseas

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is presently

looking for responsible/hardworking

university or college students for:
• Intensive 60-Hour Program

,

•Classroom Management Techniques
ParMime Marketing POSltlOnS

• DetailedLesson Planning (March/April)
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

FullTime Painting Positions
• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service (May/August)
• Money Back Guarantee Included

_ .
_

• Thousands of satisfied students
Positions available throughout Ontario

No experience required

J Oxford lfint

I

e

I

restedcall
- 1-888-277-9787

seminars college pro
or apply online at

SBgigß www^oljegepro.corr

Hid)

WCRI has a variety of accommodation

styles; there's sure to be one for you!

Benefits from choosing WCRI:

- Minutes away from WLU campus,

- Lower than market fees,

- On-site laundry and maintenance,

- Regular organized social events,

- And much more.

WCRI: A whole view to a y to

Mm togetherl

I EARNED MY UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE,

NOW, I WANT

A REWARDING

CAREER*
*not just a job

In less than one year, Humber postgraduate

programs will help you launch your career in:

• Human Resources

• International Project Management

• International Marketing

• Marketing Management

• Public Administration

Building on your university degree, Humber's

postgraduate programs offer a concentrated

curriculum, career-focused courses and practical

field placements. You'll gain the real-world experience

and skills that employers value most.

Get the career you want -apply now.
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Ms. Pettigrew lives it up
An unlikely feel-good flick about a nanny who gets her knickers in a twist over the convoluted love life of her employer

ELISE COTTER

STAFF WRITER

Miss Pettigrew Livesfor a Day is one

of those films that didn't get much

publicity, even if deserving. It is a

rare film; charming, old-fashioned,

yet not at all conservative, Miss Pet-

tigrew just makes you feel good.

With most of the action taking

place in one day, the film follows

Guinevere Pettigrew, a down-on-

her-luck nanny who has just been

fired from her latest job. With her

own employment agent not want-

ing to help, she manages to steal

a position as a nanny for certain

Delysia Lafosse.

Expecting to have to take care

of a mother and her children, Gui-

nevere is surprised to find a young

woman and her even younger lov-

er, Phil. Managing to get rid of him

in time for her second lover Nick's

arrival, Delysia quickly comes to

depend on Guinevere for help with

juggling her complicated love life.

And so the adventurebegins.

The sheltered and old-fashioned

Pettigrew is thrown into Delysia's

glamorous and youthful social life.

She is quickly hired as a social sec-

retary and proudly helps Delysia

manage her three lovers.

Phil (Tom Payne) is the son of a

theater producer; Delysia is seduc-

inghim in order to win thelead part

in an upcoming play. Nick (Mark

Strong) is the nasty club manager

that allows her to stay in his nice

apartment. Michael (Lee Pace)

works alongside Delysia at the club,

as her piano player, and is madly in

love with her.

Michael is coming back after a

year in prison for drunkenly steal-

ing a ring big enough to propose to

Delysia. Upon his return, he asks

Delysia to go to New York with him

the following morning.

In one day, Delysia needs to de-

cide her entire future. Does she

stay in London and gain success as

an actress? Or does she
go to New

York to be truly happy withherbest

friend? These are questions the au-

dience is asking themselves up un-

til the very end.

Along with helping Delysia dis-

cover her destiny, Guinevere is

also experiencing a life-changing

day. Delysia gives her a complete

makeover, transforming Miss Petti-

grew from "Oliver Twist's mom" to

a beautiful woman whomanages to

catch the eye of successful designer

Joe Blumfield (Ciaran Hinds).

The film is set in 1930s London

and the costumes, dialogue and

soundtrack are true to the era. Amy

Adams plays Delysia with so much

energy and effort that she carries

the film.

Lee Pace is adorable and em-

pathetic as the man trying to win

Delysia's heart. Oscar winner Fran-

ces McDormand is lovely as the de-

spairing Pettigrew who is starting to

live her life again.

The onset of the Second World

War does play a heavy part in the

film. It is the return of terror that Joe

and Guinevere rememberwell that

pushes them and Delysia to stop

playing at life, to not treat love like

a game but to decide what is truly

worthwhile and important in life.

The film realistically captures

the moment in time when Delysia

Lafosse and Guinevere Pettigrew

meet and manage to change each

other's lives forever. In one day, the

two manage to create a believable

bond that helps guide themto each

other's happiness.

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

OH DEAR - Miss Pettigrew has to help Delysia out of a twist again.

Areyou listening to whatPerez sez?

Infamous celebrity blogger Mario Lavendeira, a.k.a. Perez Hilton, might be more than just a sassy-mouthed gossip-queen

JILLIAN WOOD

STAFF WRITER

Only one homosexual Cuban blog-

ger, who calls himself the "gay la-

tino Oprah," forces Hollywood's

biggest celebrities and publicists to

shake in their Gucci suits.

His real name is Mario Lavandei-

ra, but theworld mostly knows him

as Perez Hilton. When Perez says

that you were drinking backstage

at the Oscars, while pregnant, your

publicist immediately sends him

a personal e-mail telling him two

things: 1) His blog is "nasty" and

is generally ignored by Hollywood,

and 2) The story is entirely false.

His blog shot to fame through

his trademark of drawing cocaine

sprinkles under the noses of Amy

Winehouse and Kate Moss (and a

host of other doodles). It currently

receives well over a million hits a

day.

He is original, and completely

biased, often offering celebrities

such golden nuggets of wisdom

such as "wear underwear" and "go

to rehab!"

You may not care aboutcelebrity

news culture, but it is hard to deny
the success Lavandeira has made

for himself. He's recieved his own

TV spot on VHI called "What Perez

Sez," as well as a book dealand fu-

ture film roles, and will most likely

be getting his own record label to

help sign the numerous under-the-

radar artists he promotes on his

blog.

And without him, I would never

have known that the bassist who

made the mambo had died last

Sunday. Also on a sad note, Oprah's

cocker spaniel, Sophie, died at the

age of 12.

Before you think that all Perez's

endeavours are shallow and for

self-promotion, he does post links

to charities such as the Yellow Rib-

bon Suicide Prevention Program,

Stop the Canadian Seal Hunt, and

Not On Our Watch: Darfur, which

would receive little traffic without

his help.

He also talks politics, especially

in terms of homophobic Congress

members like Sally Kern and Gary

George. Some claim his blog is

responsible for "outing" gay ce-

lebrities like Lance Bass and Jodie

Foster. Perez has said he does this

because he believes that visibility is

important to the gay community at

large.

A lot of celebrities hate him, and

even more hope to hell that he loves

them, or else pictures of their cellu-

lite become his latest blog news.

Yes, Perez can be a huge rainbow-

haired meanie. One of his meanest

moves is referring to Rumer Willis

as "potato head." Perhaps he is ru-

ining the career of a girl famous for

being Demi Moore and Bruce Wil-

lis' daughter, but look carefully ...

her head does look like a potato!

I'd feel bad if he drove her to re-

constructive head surgery, but I

think if you're going to spend your

life pretending to model and going

to clubs, you've got to be prepared

for some harsh criticism. My headis

kind of shaped like a box, so I guess

I better stay out of the limelight. (I

hate you, mom and dad, genetically

speaking!)

I think Lavandeira is a clever

guy, cashing in on the obsession

the public has with celebrity news

and gossip. He's more popular

amongst teen girls than MySpace.

(I don'teven have a MySpace page.)

Whether this demand was wanted

or created is up for debate.

I don't thinkhe is necessarily sup-

porting the celebrity entertainment

industry, so much as he mocks it.

He'll call out most celebrities on

their fake attention grabbing stunts

and terribly Botoxed faces. You can

call what Perez does shallow, or you

can think that celebrities deserve to

be laughed at.

If this kind of blog was made on

a Laurier scale, I can imagine peo-

ple wouldn't be as receptive. Think

of blog titles such as "Max Blouw

- Worst Beach Body Ever" and

"WLUSU President Gay Gay Gay!"

Perhaps it is just the price celebri-

ties have to pay for being rich and

ridiculously good looking.

While his intentionsmay not be

pure, his blog is purely delightful.

If you're looking for a vapid and

entertaining trip away from reality

to Hollywood and the latest "en-

tertainment" news, click away at

www.perezhilton.com with guilty

pleasure.

letters@cordweekly. com

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

QUEEN OF THE BLOGS - PerezHilton.com recieves one million hits a day, and Lavendeira takes advantage.
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Talent at

the Turret
The on-campus benefit show featuring student and local talent raised

$1000 for Kitchener's Little Theatre to rebuild after a damaging fire

ELISE COTTER

STAFF WRITER

This Monday, the Turret turned

into a theatre house as it became

the new home for the semi-annual

Cabaret Extravaganza. For those

who do not know, the Cabaret is

a show that includes an array of

musical performances by students,

and new this year, by local talent.

The Cabaret is put on by the Lau-

rier Musical Theatre (LMT). Organ-

ized this timeby the talented Janice

Lee, she explained, "We have so

much talent in the club that isn't

able to be showcased in the music-

al." The Cabaret thus becomes an

opportunity for students to proudly

demonstratetheir skills.

Indeed, throughout the night,

the crowd was treated to a variety

of talent. Each performance was

unique, as each one came from

different musicals, something Lee

was excited about. "The best part of

the Cabaret is you get to hear such

a variety of music from all these

musicals you haven't heardof."

The night includednumbersfrom

famous musicals like Cabaret and

Wicked, from new musicals, such

as Legally Blonde and The Wed-

ding Singer, and from little-known

musicals, like Vampire Prom and

Reefer Madness.

Although all performances were

great, there was certainly some

highlights, such as "Die, Vampire,

Die!" from Vampire Prom. Per-

formed by University of Guelph's

Curtain Call Productions, the

number refers to vampires as any

thought, person or feeling that

stands in the way of creativity.

After their second number

"Rules, Regulations and Respect"

the troupe from Guelph proved

that they are extremely gifted.

Laurier's own musical groupalso

reminded us of their talent when

they performed "Comfort and Joy"

from last year's production of Bat

Boy. It was indeed the best group

singing of the night, as the cast

belted out the song with their lovely

voices.

After intermission, on behalf of

LMT, Janice Lee presented a check

for $ 1000 to the Kitchener-Waterloo

Little Theatre.

The organization promotes

theatre by providing an opportun-

ity for anyone from the commun-

ity who would like to participate

in their productions. The dona-

tion will help Little Theatre rebuild

their theatre house, which burned

down.

The second half of the cabaret

displayed just as much talentas the

first. Clara Hilts andMaria Koomen

were amazing in their performance

of "Medley" from Flight of the Con-

chords. Their act was well executed,

as they made us laugh, while still

asking insong, "What is wrongwith

the world today?"

The crowd was also treated to the

talents of the Kitchener-Waterloo

Musical Production's professional

cast as they performed two num-

bers from their upcoming show

Little Shop ofHorrors.

Lee was extremely happy to wel-

come outside talent. "We made an

initiative to build partnerships in

the community ...

because we're

not competing," she said. Instead,

the troupes are helping to support

each otherwith such promotions.

The night was hosted by Brad

Mitchell and Dave Lahn. As MCs,

they introduced each perform-

ance. Perhaps the weakest part of

the show, the two seemed unpre-

pared, having to improvise their

skits. However, even if clearly not

rehearsed, the atmosphere of the

environmentwas so laid back that

the audience did not seem to care

much.

Certainly, the whole point of

the Cabaret is not to judge but to

encourage. The audience did not

come expecting perfection; they

came to be entertained, but more

so they came to support the per-

formers and to encourage them to

continue practising and showcas-

ing their talents.

GREG MCKENZIE

BAT BOY LIVES ON -
Not only a Weekly World News feature, it's also a Laurier Musical Theatre production.

One console

to rule them

Could the future hold an open-source console?

DANIEL JOSEPH

STAFF WRITER

Man, do Iwant a PS3. Thereare go-

ing to be a great amount of games

coming out soon for the thing, not

the least of which is Metal Gear

Solid 4, Hideo Kojima's next in his

epic series ofpost-modern romps

of stealth action.

But I have a problem. I'm ter-

ribly poor, and my fiscal respon-

sibility extends to me not being

able to afford a brand new PS3. I

sort of like eating food on a regu-

lar basis.

I think as students all of us

have to exercise restraint when it

comes to buying expensive cut-

ting-edge electronics. I have my

problems with consumerism, but

when it comes to myvideo games,

I'll make an exception.

I have a three-year-old com-

puter when I would love a cut-

ting-edge gaming rig. I have a

13" television that was probably

the bee's knees eight years ago. I

would much rather hook my 360

up to a nice HD flatscreen and

play the games the way they were

meant to be.

Sure consumerism is evil, but

MAYBE ONE DAY THE FORCES OF

COMMODIFICATION WILL HELP US

ALL BY CAUSING CONVERGENCE

IN THE CONSOLE WORLD.

Sure, consumerism is evil, but

maybe one day the forces of com-

modification will help us all by

causing convergence in the con-

sole world.

DennisDyack, ofOntario's very

own developer Silicon Knights,

has brought the concept of a sin-

gle console future to the forefront

in the past few months. One con-

sole to rule them all, if you
will.

No PS3, no Xbox 360 or Nintendo

Wii.

lust one accepted standard of

performance, withmultiple com-

panies selling the same product.

Ihey are all the same, so the only

real difference is price. And if you

want to differentiate your price,

it's got to go down.

I'm not an economist, so I

won't go into the details or pitfalls

of such an argument, but the ul-

timate outcome has several really

cool implications.

One: Really cheap hardware.

Now we can all afford to get the

best games on a budget.

Two: It's all about the games. If

somebody wants to be successful

in the video game industry in a

one-console future, they have to

make the games great to get sales.

No more riding on the trapped

consumer stuck withone console.

That means more innovation, and

a better experience for us all.

Of course, this future is in all

likelihooda long way off, but then

again, only 10 years ago there was

Sony, Nintendo and Sega making

consoles, and we were sure that

wouldn'tchange.

Right now, the console holders

have a vested inter-

est to maintain their

oligarchy, and I have

a feeling fanboys the

world overwould take

up their torch too, but

maybe, just maybe,

one day we can all

have the same box in

our living room, and all play the

best games.

Until then, I'll just have to let

Solid Snake battle Revolver Oce-

lot in my dreams.

letters@cordweekly.com
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CONTROL YOUR DESTINY - Could a future console be collaborative?
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Penetrating the slash fiction world

Deep under virtual ground, a world of niche-genre would-be literary savants tell tall tales of fantastic fornicating fiction

ASHLEY FLETCHER

THE XAVERIAN WEEKLY CUP

Antigonish, NS -
If

you ever

thought the sparks between Harry

Potter and his peers were more

than just magic, you aren't alone.

While browsing slash fiction, I

read of the sex lives of Ninja Tur-

tles, and Fred and Shaggy doing far

more than solving mysteries.

This type of writing was more

popular than I had anticipated.

There are more than 87,000 sexual

story creations starring Harry Pot-

ter at fanfiction.net alone. One au-

thor I found states that he enjoyed

turning sweet, lovable Harry into a

sexual mongoose.

Slash fiction is written predomi-

nandy about romance or sexual

relationships between two or more

male characters from cartoons,

movies or real life.

Slash fiction about females is

dubbedfemslash. Slashwas chosen

as a label because online authors

denote the pairing in the article by

using a back slash, as in male/male.

These categories all fall under fan-

fiction, written by fans of the shows

they write about.

The genre is said to have originat-

ed following the original Star Trek.

Fans envisioned what would hap-

pen next season, and what didn't

happen at all between Spock and

Kirk.

St. Francis Xavier University
honours student Clare Mulcahy is

writing her thesis on slash fiction

and indicates that readers have a

number of different responses to

the genre.

"Some, not surprisingly, have

some pretty hostile and homopho-

bic reactions," she said. "But there

are others who love it."

The love for slash fiction seems to

stems from the taboo ofhomosexu-

ality. "You're witnessing something

hidden, secret. You're the voyeur,

and there's a lot of power and plea-

sure in being the voyeur," Mulcahy

affirms.

When asked about the most in-

teresting aspect of her research,

Mulcahy answered, "I'm still some-

what stumped when it comes to fig-

uring out why heterosexualwomen

-
which is how the majority of

'slashers' [writers] identify - would

write primarily about two men get-

ting it on."

An article written by Rochelle

Mazar in the novel The Internation-

al Handbook of Virtual Learning

Environments may be the answer

to Mulcahy's confusion.

Mazar writes that women don't

doit for the money(because there's

none to be had) and they don't do

it for fame (because most writers

guard their real-life story and iden-

tities carefully). Mazar concludes

that they do it because they love

writing their stories; they love the

characters that are not theirs.

Mulcahy has a theory of her own.

"Womenhave historically been dis-

couraged from writing about sex,

especially about same-sex sex," she

stated.

"WHEN THOSE CHARACTERS START

HAVING GAY SEX, THE ISSUE BECOMES

EVEN MORE HEATED, SINCE SOME OF

THESE ORIGINAL AUTHORS ARE STILL

UNDER THE IMPRESSION THAT THERE'S

SOMETHING UNNATURAL OR SCARY

ABOUT QUEER PEOPLE."

- Clare Mulcahy, St. FX student

"That's a big generalization," she

admitted, "but it's often been true,

and I think it's thrilling for women

to write about a subject that's still

pretty taboo, in a way that's still

pretty taboo," Mulcahy said.

The taboos in slash tarnish estab-

lished media characters, portray-

ing them in a way that was never

intended. Original creators of the

characters are often surprised and

distressed that their characters are

being depicted having gay sex.

Mulcahy suggested that authors

like to think they own their charac-

ters and often get upset when they

see their characters re-appropri-

ated. She feels that gay sex makes

some authors even more upset.

"When those characters start

having gay sex, the issue becomes

even more heated, since some of

these original authors are still un-

der the impression

that there's some-

thing unnatural

or scary about

queer people," she

explains.

Nevertheless,

writers of slash

don't generally

worry about being

sued for copyright

infringement. For

the most part, slash

fiction doesn't in-

volve profit. Most copyright holders

have expressed that as long as slash

remains non-profit, they will not

ban it. Slash authors also protect

themselves by writing a disclaimer.

"You'll notice if you go to any

slash sites, thateach story has some

kindofnote saying something like 'I

don't own these characters, I'm not

profiting from this story," Mulcahy

confirms.

Anothergroupofartists who con-

tort existing characters to suit their

tastes are the creators of Manips.

Manips are manipulated graphics

or photos which usually coexist

alongside slash fiction. St. Francis

Xavier University cartooning-art

professor Brian Segal feels that the

distortion of such images should

not be practised by artists.

"Theuse ofdigital media to place

people in situations that are not

representative of reality, that sug-

gest impropriety or even simply do

not accurately represent them in

any way are abusive practices," Se-

gal asserts.

"Creators quite rightly get very

upset when their intellectual prop-

erty is appropriated, warped and/

or otherwise used without their

knowledge and/or permission," he

continues.

"In fact, it is illegal to do so, but

more to the point, it is a symptom

of degraded values and a sad lack

of intellectual and aesthetic rigour,

withoutwhich, the arts are doomed

to become irrelevant, undervalued

and, ultimately, dismissed," Segal

concludes.

Although they don't profit from

their creations, slash fan fiction

authors and Manip editors create

a plethora of scenarios and images

about every pairing imaginable.

Whileunconventional, slash seems

very popular. But perhaps you'll

have to make up your mind on the

matter for yourself.
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Message to the

Community
| Laurier University is experiencing a labour disruption. On Wednes- do not have the same obligations of research and university service as full-time

W day, March 19 at 6 a.m., our Contract Academic Staff (part-time faculty) faculty.
withdrew their teaching services after six-and-a-half months of negotiation.

The Contract Academic Staff at Laurier are paid a per-course stipend of $6,001

With two weeks of classes left in the academic term, this strike hits at a time per term. We have offered salary increases of 3.5% ($6,212) immediately, and

when students are very vulnerable. Our students are trying to complete their 3% in the second year and 3% in the third year. The salary offered at Laurier is

academic year and senior students are working toward completing their degrees. competitive with that for similar work at other universities.

However, the majority of classes continue, and all full-time faculty and all staff In terms of security, the current agreement with Contract Academic Staff has

are expected to be at work. The university is open and will continue to function a provision for seniority. Part-time faculty earn a seniority point every time

at the highest possible level. they teach a course. After accruing three "points", the instructor is eligible for

seniority. Seniority status and accrued points typically determine who teaches

The university intends to do everything possible to ensure the completion of the
an available course.

academic year. We urge students and their families to monitor our website at

www.wlu.ca/negotiations for the latest information. The Faculty Association is bargaining to add a new category of seniority -

global seniority - which would add consideration of overall

Why is there a strike? Two reasons — money and job security. teaching experience at the university to experience teaching a

particular course. The university wants to maintain its right
Laurier, like every university, relies on part-time, or Contract

to ensure tjiat k est instructors for each course are teach-

Academic Staff, to complete the complement of instructors
ing our students; the system being proposed by the Faculty

necessary to provide instruction in all the courses we offer.
Association could negatively impact academic quality.

When an extra section of a course is necessary, when a full- /
i

time faculty member is on sabbatical, medical or parental I(AMI The university is willing to return to the bargaining table at

leave, or when a faculty member is engaged in additional I
any time and awaits a full response from the Faculty Associa-

research, Contract Academic Staff fill the gaps. They are highly n\jtion to our last offer. We are hopeful that resolution can be

valued and respected members of our teaching staff. reached quickly and will do our best to ensure that the needs

of our students are addressed during this period of

However, unlike full-time faculty, Contract Academic Staff are
disruption.

hired specifically to teach on a course-by-course basis'. They
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